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Version dated February 14, 2019

February 14, 2019
Greetings from the Presbytery of Los Ranchos! The next Stated Meeting will be on Thursday, February
21, 2019, at Orange Canaan Presbyterian Church, 940 Wilshire Avenue, Santa Ana, CA 92707. If
you have not already done so, please register at https://losranchos.org/register-for-the-gathering/. More
information is available at https://losranchos.org/presbytery-gathering/.
Highlight of the Day:
The day will include a remarkable occasion of hospitality. Most of the Presbytery’s Korean-speaking
congregations have joined up to host our Gathering. Dinner and worship will reflect their effort. After the
work of the afternoon, please stay to add to the celebration.
Other Work:
The afternoon begins with three workshops: a conversation about ending homelessness with Brad
Fieldhouse of CityNet.Org, Mike Ruane of HomeAid, and four leaders within the Presbytery; a discussion
forum about the Proposed Amendments to the Constitution, with our Commissioners and Young Adult
Advisory Delegate to last summer’s GA; and “Church Websites 101” with Josh Wierenga of Clearpath
Church Communications. Please note that this last workshop begins at 12:45; the others begin at 1:15.
Notes on the “Business Meeting”:
This Gathering will include an unusually heavy business load. The docket includes:
•
•
•
•

Title transfer of real estate from Norwalk Presbyterian Church to Shil-Il Presbyterian Church;
A merger agreement between Irvine Presbyterian Church (PCUSA) and Shepherd’s Grove (Reformed
Church of America) to form a new congregation in the Presbytery, together with the examination of
the Rev. Bobby Schuller for eventual ordination in the PCUSA;
Recommendations from three Administrative Commissions charged with the oversight of,
respectively, Iglesia Presbyteriana El Divino Salvador (“Divine Savior”); Hope For Life Chapel RV
Ministry of Huntington Beach; and Anaheim Korean Presbyterian Church; and
Recommendations from the Council regarding the 223rd General Assembly’s proposed amendments
to the Book of Order (a link to the proposed amendments is on the Gathering page, or here).

Finally, the Usual Reminders (briefly):
•

If you expect to bring new business, or amend an action item, please tell me in writing.

•

If you want Korean language translation services, please say so when you register.

•

If you want a hard copy of the packet, please reserve one with Carol Bridgeman before noon on
Tuesday, February 19.

I look forward to seeing you on February 21.
Forrest Claassen, Co-Executive and Stated Clerk
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Commissioners to Presbytery with Voice and Vote
• All Teaching Elders of Los Ranchos Presbytery
• Ruling Elders elected or assigned by their Session for the current year according to the
Equalization Report approved at the February Presbytery meeting
• Ruling Elders on Council
• Ruling Elders on Trustees
• Certified Educators, if Ruling Elders, otherwise voice only, and only during their term of service in
an educational ministry under the jurisdiction of the presbytery.
All others must sign in as “Guests” or “Corresponding Members.”
If you are not sure of your status, please check with your Pastor or Clerk of Session. If you have
questions, please call Carol Bridgeman at 714-956-3691, ext.125.
Information for Commissioners
Please register at the lobby tables before entering the meeting room. Indicate your status
(commissioner, corresponding member, guest) and receive a name badge. Please note that
today’s dinner is graciously being provided for us by Orange Canaan Presbyterian Church.
There will be no charge.
Please remember to leave your badge at the registration area when you leave the Gathering.
Guidelines for Participating in Presbytery Meetings
1. When speaking, please address the Moderator and not the body.
2. Introduce yourself by stating your name and your church.
3. Only enrolled commissioners are authorized to vote on issues (see first section above).
Corresponding members are entitled to address the Presbytery.
If you would like to join the email distribution list for presbytery information, please send your
email/contact information to Debbie Haley at dhaley@losranchos.org. For information about the
Presbytery, events and Presbytery meetings, please visit our website at www.losranchos.org.
PLEASE REMEMBER
The Presbytery staff is NOT in the office the day of the Presbytery Gathering meeting. Any
messages will be attended on the next business day following the meeting.
Please try to leave last minute Commissioner changes with Presbytery staff before the day of the
Presbytery meeting. Last minute registrations may not be received.
If you want a hard copy of the packet, you need to RESERVE one with Carol Bridgeman by calling
714-956- 3691, ext.125 or emailing cbridgeman@losranchos.org. A very few unreserved packets
will be available at the meeting.
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For Your Information

SAVE THE DATES FOR UPCOMING 2019-2020 PRESBYTERY MEETINGS
Thursday, May 30, 2019
Saturday, September 28, 2019
Thursday, November 21, 2019

St. Mark Presbyterian Church, Newport Beach
St. Peter’s-By-the-Sea Presbyterian Church, Huntington Beach
Irvine Presbyterian Church

Saturday, February 29, 2020
Thursday, May 28, 2020
Thursday, September 24, 2020
Thursday, November 19, 2020

Location TBD
Location TBD
Location TBD
Location TBD

Additional called meetings may be scheduled as needed
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Presbytery Gathering Workshops
February 21, 2019
Orange Canaan Presbyterian Church, Santa Ana
12:45PM – 2:15PM
Church Websites 101: How to build an affordable and effective church website
Facilitator: Josh Wierenga, owner and lead catalyst for Clearpath Church
Communications.
Our church website workshop will comprise two sections: the strategy behind
building a church website and practical steps on how to actually do it. During the
strategic portion of our time we will learn about all the major components
necessary for building and maintaining a quality church website such as focused
copy writing, quality photography, and high traffic strategic pages. Next, we’ll
actually walk through the process of building a website step-by-step, to give you
a basic understanding of what’s involved.
Josh Wierenga is an ordained specialized minister in the Reformed Church in
America and works with over a dozen churches every year in church
communications consulting, design and development. Josh lives in San Luis
Obispo with his wife Rayna and two girls, Norah and Elise.
1:15PM – 2:15PM
Proposed Amendments to the Book of Order
Facilitators: Los Ranchos Commissioners and Delegates to the 223rd General Assembly
RE John McCallum, Geneva
RE Penny Prol, Geneva
TE Sung Joo, Korean Hope
TE Adel Malek, Arabic Fellowship
YAAD Unique Martinez, Covenant-Long Beach
Hear and discuss the proposed changes to the Book of Order that the General
Assembly approved last June. A majority of the 172 presbyteries need to ratify a
proposed amendment in order for it to replace the existing language. The
workshop will be led by our representatives to the national meeting. You may
want to bring your own copies of the proposed amendments; they can be found
at http://oga.pcusa.org/section/ga/ga223-proposed-amendments-bookorder/.
1:15PM – 2:15PM
PLR Dedicated to End Homelessness
Facilitators: Brad Fieldhouse (citynet.org) and Pat Whitaker (National Community
Renaissance – National CORE) with Candie Blankman, Tom Cramer, Mark Davis, and
Andy Donchak
Join us for a conversation that will inform you about the current state of
homelessness in our presbytery and how business leaders, governments, and
faith communities are collaborating to make a difference. We will address
the hope for ending homelessness in our time and provide specific actions your
congregation can take to be part of the solution.
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Hundreds of people read this page,
and pages like it,
every year.
For a small fee,
your church could sponsor this page.
“This blank page brought to you by
[your church’s name here].”
Imagine the exposure.
Imagine the visibility.
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WELCOME TO PRESBYTERY OF LOS RANCHOS
February 21, 2019
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Break
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Approval of Docket
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Seating of New Commissioners and Corresponding Members
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Presbytery of Los Ranchos
Consent Agenda
February 21, 2019
The following items require Presbytery action. A “Yes” vote on the Consent Agenda is to
approve all items included in it.
The actions below are assumed to be “routine, administrative, and/or non-controversial” and not
to require additional debate or discussion. If you believe the full Presbytery should discuss any of
the items, you need to do the following: when the Stated Clerk introduces the Consent
Agenda, go to a microphone and indicate the item(s) you want pulled from it. Any such item
will automatically be returned for debate and vote into the appropriate group’s time slot.
Stated Clerk Motions:
1. *GRANT voice without vote to presbyters in attendance who are members in good standing
in other mid-level councils (corresponding members).
2. *GRANT voice without vote to those who are neither (a-i) members of Presbytery nor (a-ii)
corresponding members granted voice but (b) are scheduled in the docket to present
information to Presbytery.
3. *GRANT privileges of the floor (no voice or vote, but permission to be present and observe)
to those who come as observers.
4. *ENTER upon the permanent record, at the close of the meeting, those information items
reported to Presbytery but not otherwise acted upon.
5. *RECOGNIZE Action Item #4, taken together with all votes responding to requests by
subordinate bodies of the Presbytery, as fulfilling the Presbytery’s responsibility to review
the work of its Council, continuing committees, and special organizations, in accordance with
the principles of “General Administrative Review” of G-3.0108a of the Book of Order.
6. *LIMIT DEBATE to three minutes per speech, unless the speaker requires translation, in
which case each entire speech, including translation, shall be limited to six minutes.
Questions shall not count against the time allotted for each speech.
(Note: Robert’s Rules sets a time limit of ten minutes per speech. It should be noted that each
person with standing to speak before the body is granted the opportunity to speak once for
each action item. An amendment is considered a separate action item from the main motion).
7. *ACHIEVE REDRESS OF BALANCE (equalization of teaching elder and ruling elder
commissioners to Presbytery) for May 1, 2019 through April 30, 2020 according to
Appendix K.
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8. *DISMISS WITH THANKS the Administrative Commission appointed to install the Rev.
Kim Skilling as Pastor of First Presbyterian Church of Anaheim.
9. *DISMISS WITH THANKS the Administrative Commission appointed to install the Rev.
Hayes Noble as Associate Pastor of St. Mark Presbyterian Church of Newport Beach.
10. *APPOINT the following members to the Administrative Commission charged with
reviewing the Session minutes and records for 2019:
TE Lance Allen
RE Mary DeBar (Canvas)
TE Stan Kim
RE Marilyn Moore (La Mirada)
RE Pat Niles (Tustin)
RE Bob Parker (St. Mark)
TE Leanne Strommen (Chair of AC)
TE Charles Svendsen
RE Wilbur Hu (Garden Grove Formosan)
Nominating Committee Motions:
1. *RECEIVE the following resignations:
Name

Entity

Year

TE Paul White
TE Su Choe

Ministry (COM)
Strategic Coordinating Team

2020
2020

Committee on Ministries Motions:
1. *GRANT HR status to Jeffrey Cochran-Carney.
2. *APPROVE the Validation Report of Clergy Honorably Retired, Members-At-Large,
Serving Beyond the Jurisdiction of the Church, and Other Validated Ministry for 2019.
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Presbytery of Los Ranchos
Committee on Ministry
February 21, 2019
The Committee on Ministry (COM) met in December and January. In accordance with actions
taken, COM recommends and reports the following:
FOR ACTION:
The COM RECOMMENDS that Presbytery:
1. *GRANT HR status to Jeffrey Cochran-Carney.
2. *APPROVE the Validation Report of Clergy Honorably Retired, Members-At-Large,
Serving beyond the Jurisdiction of the Church; other Validated Ministry for 2019
(Appendix A).
3. EXAMINE the Rev. Bobby Schuller for membership in the Presbytery of Los Ranchos and
the Presbyterian Church (USA); and RECOMMEND that Presbytery RECEIVE Rev.
Schuller as a minister member of the Presbyterian Church (USA) and the Presbytery of Los
Ranchos without further examination, upon fulfillment of the conditions of G-2.0505a(2) of
the Book of Order. See Appendices B and C .
4. AUTHORIZE the Rev. Bobby Schuller to serve Irvine Presbyterian Church as a minister
member of the Reformed Church of America, in accordance with the Formula of Agreement
between the Presbyterian Church (USA) and the Reformed Church in America, until his
ordination can be transferred to the PC (USA) according to the terms of G-2.0505a(2) of the
Book of Order.
5. AUTHORIZE the Rev. Russ Jacobson to serve Irvine Presbyterian Church as a minister
member of the Reformed Church of America, in accordance with the Formula of Agreement
between the Presbyterian Church (USA) and the Reformed Church in America, until his
ordination can be transferred to the PC(USA) according to the terms of G-2.0505a(2) of the
Book of Order.
6. AUTHORIZE the Rev. Chad Blake to serve Irvine Presbyterian Church as a minister
member of the Reformed Church of America, in accordance with the Formula of Agreement
between the Presbyterian Church (USA) and the Reformed Church in America, until his
ordination can be transferred to the PC(USA) according to the terms of G-2.0505a(2) of the
Book of Order.
Note on the above motions: COM has already interviewed Revs. Jacobson and Blake (see
Information Items #15 and #16 below) and will be bringing to a subsequent meeting of
Presbytery action items regarding the transfer of their ordination similar to Action Item #3
above.
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FOR INFORMATION:
On its own authority, the COM:
1. APPROVED the Job Description for the Parish Associate Position at Laguna Niguel
Presbyterian Church.
2. ADDED ecclesiastical code 305 (Staff) to TE Robin Clardy’s status for her position as
Assistant to the Stated Clerk. Her current status is 791- Validated Ministry.
3. ADDED TE Dowhan Lee (Pastor, Korean Independent) to the minister list (101).
4. ADDED TE Martín Garcia to the minister list (105 at LAD; 305- Staff).
5. MOVED TE Paul White from the status of 797 (MAL) to 701 (Chaplain). Rev. White is
Chaplain at Providence St. Joseph Little Company of Mary Medical Center in Torrance.
6. CONCURRED with the Steering Committee of Tustin Taiwanese Presbyterian Church
NWC to renew the Temporary Supply relationship with Rev. Li-Shu Huang for another 12
months effective January 1, 2019 with the following annual terms of call:
a.
b
c.
d.
e.

Personal Compensation
Salary
$33,072.00
Housing
20,160.00
Major Medical (deduction reimbursable) 28,973.00
Reimbursable Professional Expenses
Automobile
0.00
Continuing education
1,000
Continuing Education
2 weeks
Vacation (30 calendar days)
30 days

7. AUTHORIZED TE Thomas M. Ross (Presbytery of Northwest Coast) to labor inside the
bounds so that he might conduct the church wedding of Kimberly Jeanne Schultz and
Augustín Pradillo Guedea at The Loft on Pine, 230 Pine Ave, Long Beach CA 90802 on
October 6, 2019.
8. AUTHORIZED TE Mark Hong to officiate Communion at Yorba Linda Presbyterian
Church on Sunday, January 6, 2019. He will also preach that Sunday.
9. RECOGNIZED training for sexual misconduct prevention through Faith Trust Institution by
Teaching Elders Alfredo Delgado, Jim Szeyller (LN), Saundra Taulbee (HR), and Tobin
Wilson (PL). These were completed at First Presbyterian Church of San Bernardino,
sponsored by Riverside Presbytery.
10. RATIFIED the actions taken at the November 1, 2018 meeting of COM as described in the
Minutes and reported to Presbytery at its November 29, 2018 meeting.
11. APPROVED the Minutes of the November 1, 2018 meeting amended as follows:
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a) under Churches in Transition, Irvine, show COM discussed extensively a way forward
for the ordination of the SG pastors.
b) under Anaheim Korean AC – strike Daniel Park and add Marge McIntosh.
12. RECEIVED TE Christopher Atwood as a member of the Presbytery of Los Ranchos and
VOTED TO REQUEST the transfer of his membership from Presbytery of Tropical Florida
so that he may accept the call of Pastor/HOS of San Clemente Presbyterian Church.
13. APPROVED the call of the Congregation of San Clemente Presbyterian Church to
TE Christopher Atwood as the Pastor/HOS effective February 1, 2019, when the way be
clear, with the following terms of call:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.

Annual salary:
Housing:
Full pension (37% of Effective Salary in 2017)
Board of Pensions Family Dental Insurance
Taxable Social security offset (if any)
Vacation (30 days; including 4 Sundays)
Professional Development Leave:

(Minimum is two weeks annually, cumulative to six weeks)

Annual Pastors’ Retreat
Automobile Expenses: (Vouchered @ IRS rates)
Professional development:
Business Expenses:
Moving Expenses up to:

$ 70,000
$ 50,000
$ 44,400
$ 1,600
$ 10,000
30 Days
2 weeks
3 days
$ 3,000
$ 2,000
$. 1,000
$15,000

14. RECOGNIZED the examination by COM of Rev. Bobby Schuller at its April 2018 stated
meeting as fulfilling the committee’s requirements prior to examination on the floor of
Presbytery.
15. RECOGNIZED the examination by COM of Rev. Chad Blake at its April 2018 stated
meeting as fulfilling the committee’s requirements prior to examination on the floor of
Presbytery.
16. RECOGNIZED the examination by COM of Rev. Russ Jacobson at its May 2018 stated
meeting as fulfilling the committee’s requirements prior to examination on the floor of
Presbytery.
17. APPROVED amending the MIF for Whittier Presbyterian Church as follows:
STRIKE the following language:
"Whittier has many churches in the community, a few small mainline Protestant
congregations, an active Catholic church and many very conservative Protestant
congregations. We know there are people in the community whose needs are not
being met and feel we could provide a welcoming open congregation for those who
are searching for a place to worship and do service in God’s name.”
And INSERT the following language in its place:
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"Whittier Presbyterian Church is a welcoming, open, moderately progressive
church. Whittier has many churches in the community including a few small
mainline Protestant congregations, an active Catholic church, and many very
conservative Protestant congregations. We feel WPC could be home for those
who are searching for a place to worship and do service in God’s name as
we know there are people in the community who are looking for something
different than what others offer."
18. APPROVED the ReconciliAsian Project Proposal to train Response Coordinating Team
(RCT) with conflict transformation and mediation skills needed when responding to
problems facing various congregations in the presbytery. APPROVED $1500 to start the
process; funds to come from Account #10-15-7350, “Coaching”.
19. DISMISSED TE William McReynolds to the Presbytery of the Pacific effective November
1, 2018, per their request.
20. AUTHORIZED the Presbyterian Women of the Synod of Southern California and Hawaii
to celebrate the Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper at their annual conference. Date: July 19,
2019. Location: Wallace All Faiths Chapel, Chapman University, Orange. FURTHER
AUTHORIZED TE Ann Hayman (Presbytery of the Pacific) to labor inside the bounds in
order to preside. FURTHER AUTHORIZED RE Janice Takeda (Presbytery of San
Gabriel) to labor inside the bounds in order to serve.
21. APPROVED the Minutes of the December 6, 2018 meeting, amended as follows:
In header: changed next meeting date to January 3, 2019.
22. RECEIVED TE Martin Garcia (Presbytery of the Pacific) as a minister member of Los
Ranchos Presbytery.
23. CONCURRED with the recommendation of the Administrative Commission that Presbytery
CLOSE Iglesia Presbiteriana El Divino Salvador of Los Angeles and VOTED TO
FORWARD COM’s concurrence to presbytery.
24. CONCURRED with the Session of Irvine Presbyterian Church to renew the Temporary
Supply relationship with TE Tim McCalmont for another 12 months effective January 1,
2019 with the following annual terms of call:
a. Personal Compensation
Salary per month to 403b
$4166.67
Reimbursable Professional Expenses
Automobile
.535 per mile
Other
250 per month
c. Continuing Education
4.66 hours per month
d. Vacation (10 calendar days)not to exceed 10 days

b.

end of report
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APPENDIX A
COMMITTEE ON MINISTRY
2019 CLERGY VALIDATIONS
The following TEs were validated as Honorably Retired for 2019:
John Charles Bonner
David A. Dolan
William Lee Goff
Karn W. Griffen
Ernesto Hernandez
Jane Holslag
Hyo Kyun Hong
Michael Landreth

Gerald J. Larson
Jack Loo
Ken Kalina
Vartkes Kassouni
Hyung Dal Kim
Geoff Nelson
William Robert Parry
Craig S. Rozean

Martha Sexton
Leah Stout
F. David Throop
Richard Todd
Gary Waller
Arleen Whitney
Dale Whitney
Michael Vaughn

The following TEs were validated as Members-At-Large for 2019.
Erin Dunigan
Hye Kyung Park
The following TEs were validated as Serving beyond the Jurisdiction of the Church or Other
Validated Ministry for 2019:
Gerald Arata
Nelson A. Grande
Mark Hong
Peter Kim

John Lee
Jonathan Moore
Donald B. Oliver
Anette Rihovsky*

Lucinda StaffordLewis
Amy Stallings

*Rev. Rihovsky was awarded the Orange County 2017 Oliver Halsell Care Award for
displaying “the unparalleled compassion and kindness through helping others and who truly
serve from the heart”. She received a Certificate of Recognition from the California
Legislature Assembly and a Certificate of Recognition from the Senate, Senator 36th district,
State of CA.

/Users/rcclardy/Desktop/2:21:19 Packet in Process/COM 2019 CLERGY VALIDATIONS.docx
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APPENDIX B

BOBBY
SCHULLER

314 Canoe Pond, Costa Mesa, CA 92627
714-423-9560
Bobby.Schuller@hourofpower.org
@BobbySchuller

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science, Business Marketing | Oral Roberts University
1999-2003

Master of Divinity | Fuller Theological Seminary
2005-2008

EXPERIENCE
Worship Leader | Overflow Church
2001 – 2003

In this role I organized worship services for a parachurch organization for at-risk youth.

College Pastor | Crystal Cathedral Ministries
2003 – 2008

While in seminary, I served as the college pastor with my Dad who was the senior pastor. We
created a group of about 150 people who met on Sunday called the Gathering with the intent of
bringing younger adults into the church. Instead, because of my Dad’s resignation, this group
would become our church plant when I resigned.

Lead Pastor | Tree of Life Community
2008 – 2012

This was a church plant of The Gathering from the Crystal Cathedral. It was not a split, but rather
we left with their encouragement and blessing. This church of mostly young families met at an
American Legion Hall in Old Town Orange. Later this church would merge with Crystal Cathedral
Ministries again to for the new Shepherd’s Grove Church.

Lead Pastor | Shepherd’s Grove, Hour of Power
2012 – PRESENT

In my current role as Lead Pastor, I oversee the worship and preaching of our Sunday services. I
also serve as the president and chairman of the board of the organization. Our ministry includes
an international television ministry, with seven offices overseas in Holland, Germany, Switzerland,
Hong Kong, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand.
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SKILLS
•
•

•
•
•

Leadership
Preaching and Teaching

Networking
Development and Fundraising
Multimedia

PERSONAL LIFE
I live in Costa Mesa, CA with my wife, Hannah, and with our two kids Haven (8) and Cohen (6). I
play classical and jazz piano, and enjoy the outdoors. I write almost all my sermons while walking
Back Bay. We love Disneyland and the beach.

2
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APPENDIX C

Personal Statement of Faith- Bobby Schuller
It is often said, “Jesus is God.” I was once asked once asked “What does it mean Jesus
is God,”on an examination to serve as a deacon at a church in Oklahoma. Although
this statement is true, it is more accurate to say, “The Trinity is God.” The Trinity is
the definition of God as three consubstantial persons with the same essence. It is not
one god with three faces as expressed in the heresy of modalism, nor is it three
separate unique gods in partnership with each other, the polytheism found in
traditions like Mormonism. Berkhof makes six points about the Christian view of the
Trinity to which I subscribe:
1) There is in the Divine Being but one indivisible essence.
2) In this one Divine Being there are three Persons or individual subsistences,
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
3) The whole undivided essence of God belongs equally to each of the three
persons.
4) The subsistence and operation of the three persons in the divine Being is
marked by a certain definite order.
5) There are certain personal attributes by which the three persons are
distinguished.
6) The church confesses the Trinity to be a mystery beyond the comprehension
of man.
God reveals himself to humankind in two different ways, by both general and special
revelation. General revelation is the way in which any person may look at the
majesty of the universe and know, instinctively, there is a God and there is right and
wrong. Immanuel Kant, who had some of the best refutations to Aquinas’s proofs of
God, said near the end of his life that he could not deny the possibility for the
existence of God because of “the starry skies of above and the moral law within.”
Special revelation is found in the Old Testament and the teachings and person of
Jesus and his apostles; the New Testament. In other words, special revelation is
found in the bible. All Reformed worship is built primarily around the scriptures. All
revelation is culminated in the real person of Jesus Christ who is the fulfillment of all
revelation both special and general.
God’s great work of creation came precisely when he wanted it to, only because he
wanted it to, ex nihilo, or “out of nothing.” The Belgic Confession says: “We believe
that the Father, when it seemed good to him, created heaven and earth and all other
creatures from nothing, by the Word—that is to say, by the Son.”1 All of creation
from its beginning was good and was made perfect because it was made by a perfect
God, yet now is stained by evil. Man is not created neutral but rather originally
righteous. This is why when mankind is redeemed to God is portrayed as being
brought “back to.” As God is completely and originally righteous, so is mankind in its
origins. The image of God also alludes to man as spirit, man as immortal, and man as
ruler of creation.
1

Belgic Confession Article 12.
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This original righteousness and life was lost in the fall. The Reformed view of
original sin is that every human being is born away from God with sin as a part of
his or her nature because of the first sin of his or her spiritual ancestors, Adam and
Eve. It’s called original because (1) it is derived from the original root of the human
race; (2) because it is present in the life of every individual from the time of his or
her birth, and therefore cannot be regarded as the result of imitation; and (3)
because it is the inward root of all the actual sins that defile the life of person. Total
depravity is the notion that humankind, because of his or her original sin cannot
save himself or herself.
Salvation is a free gift of God accomplished by Christ in his crucifixion and
resurrection, and brought to the believer through the power and life of the Holy
Spirit. Salvation is the regeneration of the believer that leads to a new sanctified life.
In the Reformed view, regeneration is not something that is possible by human
effort. It cannot be earned nor results from trying harder. Regeneration is a miracle
and comes only by the providence and power of God. Regeneration is a creative
work of God, and is therefore a work in which man is purely passive, and in which
there is no place for human co-operation. This is a very important point, since it
stresses the fact that salvation is wholly of God. This is made possible because of the
Holy Spirit. The Reformed tradition believes the Holy Spirit is the efficient cause of
regeneration; meaning the Holy Spirit works directly in the hearts of people to
change their spiritual condition. It does not change their substance, nor is it a
complete or perfect change in the whole nature of a man. Whereas man’s natural
disposition is a bias toward sin and evil, regeneration changes the nature of a person
by “implanting the principle of a new spiritual life” in the “governing disposition of
the soul.” This regeneration is inseparable from incorporation- which is unity with
Christ.
The doctrine of the incarnation means that Jesus Christ, the second person of
the trinity, the logos, and uncreated essence of the Father, became flesh through the
Virgin Mary into history to redeem it for good. The incarnation continues today in
the personal body of Christ, as well as the church, and the Eucharist which are both
also the body of Christ. Question 35 of the Heidelberg Catechism says: “The eternal
Son of God, who is and remains true and eternal God, took upon himself true human
nature from the flesh and blood of the virgin Mary, through the working of the Holy
Spirit. Thus he is also the true seed of David, and like his brothers in every respect,
yet without sin.” The incarnation is both a historic and ongoing event where the
second person of the Trinity is humiliated; taking on all the challenges of being
human, yet perfect. Paul says, “…he made himself nothing by taking the very nature
of a servant, being made in human likeness. And being found in appearance as a
man, he humbled himself by becoming obedient to death—even death on a cross!”
This church has four definitive characteristics as one, holy, catholic, and
apostolic community. First, the church is unified as one under Christ Jesus. Paul
reminds the Ephesian church, “There is one body and one Spirit, just as you were
called to one hope when you were called; one Lord, one faith, one baptism; one God
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and Father of all, who is over all and through all and in all.”2 This unity is realized in
the church, not as an organization, but in the right preaching and teaching of the
scriptures and the right administration of the sacraments; which are Holy
Communion and baptism. Baptism is the replacement of circumcision as the sign of
the covenant, administered to both to infants and adults. Second, the church is holy.
This is not a ceremonial or external holiness, nor does it mean its members are
perfect. Rather it is holy because of the cleansing of Christ that she, the church,
would be set apart. Third, the church is catholic meaning it is universal; crossing all
cultures. In the protestant mind this refers to the church invisible. God has chosen
Christians to live in all time and space. Finally, the church is apostolic. This means
the church is based on the teaching and authority of Christ and his apostles as
authoritative. It is the belief that we should preach gospel preached by Paul and not
any other gospel.

2

Ephesians 4:4-6
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Presbytery of Los Ranchos
Council Report to Presbytery—Part I, Staff Relations
February 21, 2019
For Action:
None.
For Information—Actions of Council:
In response to requests from the Staff Relations Committee, the Council:
1. SET ASIDE HOUSING ALLOWANCE for Rev. Forrest Claassen according to the
following Agreement:
Whereas, the Rev. Forrest Claassen is compensated by the Presbytery of Los Ranchos,
exclusively for services as a minister, and
Whereas, the Presbytery of Los Ranchos does not provide Rev. Claassen with a
parsonage;
Now, therefore,
It is resolved that of the total compensation paid to the Rev. Claassen for calendar year
2019, $60,000.00 (Sixty Thousand Dollars Only) is hereby designated as housing
allowance pursuant to Section 107 of the Internal Revenue Code; and
It is further resolved that the designation of $60,000.00 (Sixty Thousand Dollars Only) of
Rev. Claassen’s annual compensation as a housing allowance shall apply to all future
years unless otherwise provided.
2. SET ASIDE HOUSING ALLOWANCE for Rev. Thomas Cramer according to the
following Agreement:
Whereas, the Rev. Thomas Cramer is compensated by the Presbytery of Los Ranchos,
exclusively for services as a minister, and
Whereas, the Presbytery of Los Ranchos does not provide Rev. Cramer with a
parsonage;
Now, therefore,
It is resolved that of the total compensation paid to the Rev. Cramer for calendar year
2019, $60,000.00 (Sixty Thousand Dollars Only) is hereby designated as a housing
allowance pursuant to Section 107 of the Internal Revenue Code; and
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It is further resolved that the designation of $60,000.00 (Sixty Thousand Dollars Only) of
Rev. Cramer’s annual compensation as a housing allowance shall apply to all future
years unless otherwise provided.
3. APPROVED the last day of employment for the Reverend Tamara John as January 31,
2019, and AUTHORIZED payment to the Reverend Tamara John as follows:
$27,934.28
$6,724.92
$6,403.62
$506.25
__________
$41,569.08

(90 days of accumulated Vacation for 2 years: 2017/2018)
(Salary/Housing February 2019)
(3 months: Feb/March/April BOP dues; payable to BOP)
(First Quarter: 403b Deferred Compensation; payable to Fidelity)
(Total Compensation: Payable February 1, 2019)

Reverend John will be gifted the laptop (5 years old) currently in her possession.
Reverend John will be gifted office equipment currently in her possession.
For Information—Actions of the Staff Relations Committee:
1. The SRC is pleased to introduce Ms. Carol Bridgeman as the new Executive Assistant for
General Administration. Ms. Bridgeman visited briefly in December for orientation with
Elvira Ortez, whom she succeeds. She officially began work on January 2, 2019.
Ms. Bridgeman’s most directly relevant experience includes two years as Administrative
and Financial Manager for the Presbytery of Santa Barbara from April 2014 through
April 2016. Her familiarity with the ways of a presbytery has already shown its benefits.
Please join the Staff Relations Committee and the office staff in welcoming Ms.
Bridgeman to the Presbytery of Los Ranchos.
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Presbytery of Los Ranchos
Council Report to Presbytery—Part II, Trustees
February 21, 2019
For Action:
In response to requests from the Trustees, Council RECOMMENDS that Presbytery:
1. ELECT TE Jesse Lund as Corporate President for 2019, pending election of TE Lund to
the Trustees Class of 2021 by Presbytery (see report of the Nominating Committee).
2. ELECT RE John Smithers as Corporate Treasurer for 2019.
3. AUTHORIZE TRANSFER OF TITLE of the real property of Norwalk Presbyterian
Church to Shin-Il Presbyterian Church of Norwalk (a PCUSA congregation in good
standing with the denomination, and worshiping on the same campus as NPC),
conditional upon prior full repayment of the outstanding General Assembly Church
Mortgage Grant owed by NPC (Note: the condition of mortgage repayment has been met
and confirmed).
4. APPROVE the Merger Agreement between Irvine Presbyterian Church and Shepherd’s
Grove Church (Appendix D); and FURTHER INDICATE that should the Consistory of
Shepherd’s Grove Church and the Session of Irvine Presbyterian Church choose to
change the wording in Article VI 6.2 of the Merger Agreement from “terminated” to
“dissolved,” the Presbytery AGREES to that change.
5. GRANT VOICE to members in good standing of Iglesia Presbyteriana El Divino
Salvador (Divine Savior) of Los Angeles, subject to the Presbytery’s limits of discussion.
For Information—Actions of Council:
In response to requests from the Trustees, Council:
1. ALLOCATED $35,000 from the Joining Hearts and Hands (JH&H) designated fund to
accommodate an identified budget shortfall for the year 2019 for a youth ministry grant
to San Clemente Presbyterian Church, pending receipt by SCT of a grant application
from San Clemente that the SCT deems acceptable through its normal application
process.
2. ENCOURAGED the Trustees to research other funding sources for the proposed SCT
$35,000 grant to San Clemente Presbyterian Church, and only use JH&H funds if no
other appropriate source can be found.
3. CONCURRED with the recommendation of the Administrative Commission with
Original Jurisdiction over Iglesia Presbiteriana El Divino Salvador (Divine Savior) of Los
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Angeles that the congregation be closed, conditional upon first paying off outstanding
debt in the form of General Assembly church Mortgage Grants to the Congregation.
For Information—Actions of the Trustees:
On their own authority, the Trustees:
1. APPROVED a facility use agreement (Appendix E) between Iglesia Familiar Casa del
Alfarero Hispanic Fellowship and Covenant Presbyterian Church of Costa Mesa. Proof of
insurance and non-profit status has been provided.
2. ORDERED an independent financial review of Anaheim Korean Presbyterian Church, in
response to a request from the Administrative Commission assigned to AKPC; and
AUTHORIZED the Presbytery’s Business Manager to search for and engage with an
appropriate Korean-speaking professional.
3. ENDORSED A GRANT REQUEST TO SYNOD from Community Presbyterian Church
of Bellflower, contingent upon CPCC’s providing sufficient evidence of financial
compliance according to Presbytery’s standards for financial review (G-3.0113). Note: At
their meeting on January 22, 2019, the Trustees received the financial review report of
CPC Bellflower as adequate for the purpose of endorsing the grant request.
4. AUTHORIZED the Presbytery’s Business Manager to identify and engage a structural
engineer specializing in commercial properties to assess and report on the condition of the
building of First United Presbyterian Church of Long Beach (Little Brown).
5. VOTED TO OBTAIN one or more repair quotes, and to engage contractors as
appropriate, to conduct repairs to the roof and to the concrete in the entrance area of First
United Presbyterian Church of Long Beach (Little Brown), cost not to exceed five
thousand dollars ($5,000.00). Note: Since the December 11, 2018 Trustees’ meeting, the
Business Manager has engaged a contractor and successfully completed repairs to the
roof at an approximate total cost of $800.00.
6. COMBINED the Accounting and Audit Subcommittee with the Budget and Finance
Subcommittee.
7. CONCURRED with the recommendation of the Administrative Commission with
Original Jurisdiction over Iglesia Presbiteriana El Divino Salvador (Divine Savior) of Los
Angeles that the congregation be closed, conditional upon first paying off outstanding
debt in the form of General Assembly church Mortgage Grants to the Congregation.
8. AUTHORIZED SPENDING UP TO twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000.00) to pay off
the general Assembly Church Mortgage Grants to Divine Savior prior to the closure of the
congregation, funding source to be identified by the Trustees’ subcommittee for
Accounting, Audit, Budget and Finance. Note: Church Mortgage Grants were provided
decades ago by the Office of the General Assembly for construction costs. The Grants are
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no-due-date, no-interest loans which become due and payable with all back interest if not
paid off before a congregation closes or leaves the denomination. Divine Savior is the
beneficiary of two of these loans, one for $8,400.00 and one for $15,000.00. The Office of
the General Assembly may provide a discount of approximately 20% to incentivize the
Presbytery to pay off the grant-loans.
9. APPROVED a facilities use agreement between First Presbyterian Church of Orange and
New Hope Presbyterian Church (Appendix F).
10. APPROVED a loan agreement between Irvine Presbyterian Church and Farmers’ and
Merchants’ Bank for capital improvements (Appendix G).
11. APPROVED AN AMENDMENT to the facilities use agreement between St. Paul’s
Presbyterian Church of Anaheim and Church of Amazing Grace International
(Appendix H).
12. APPROVED the following terms for a cell tower lease agreement between St. Paul’s
Presbyterian Church of Anaheim and T-Mobile, pending review of the final contract:
$2,200.00 per month; no escalator; five-year term; no renewal.
13. APPROVED alternate per capita payment plans for the following congregations:
Anaheim First, Artesia Korean Independent, Fullerton First, Fullerton Indonesian,
Fullerton Morningside, Garden Grove First, Huntington Beach St. Peter’s, La Mirada
Community, Laguna Woods Geneva, Placentia, Santa Ana First, Trabuco, Whittier East.
14. ENDORSED A GRANT REQUEST TO SYNOD from Southern California Woori
Presbyterian Church of Garden Grove.
15. GRANTED the Business Manager discretionary spending authority of $500.00, within
the approved operating budget of the Presbytery, for office-related and miscellaneous
expenses.
For Information—Other:
16. Per Capita end-of-year report for 2018 (Appendix I)
17. Mission Giving end-of-year report for 2018 (Appendix J)
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APPENDIX D

AGREEMENT OF MERGER
BETWEEN
IRVINE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, INCORPORATED,
a California nonprofit religious corporation affiliated with the Presbyterian Church
U.S.A.
AND
THE CRYSTAL CATHEDRAL, dba SHEPHERD’S GROVE,
a California nonprofit religious corporation affiliated with the Reformed Church in
America
THIS AGREEMENT OF MERGER (this “Agreement”) is made and signed as of
the ___ day of ___, 2019, between IRVINE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
INCORPORATED, a California nonprofit religious corporation (hereafter “IPC”)
affiliated with the Presbyterian Church (United States of America) (hereafter
“PC(USA)”) and THE CRYSTAL CATHEDRAL, a California nonprofit religious
corporation (hereafter “TCC”) affiliated with the Reformed Church in America (hereafter
“RCA”), dba SHEPHERD’S GROVE. CRYSTAL CATHEDRAL MINISTRIES, a
California nonprofit religious corporation (hereafter “CCM”) hereby assents to this
Agreement.
RECITALS
WHEREAS, IPC is a nonprofit religious corporation duly organized and existing
under the laws of the State of California and affiliated with the PC(USA);
WHEREAS, TCC is a nonprofit religious corporation, duly organized and existing
under the laws of the State of California and affiliated with the RCA;
WHEREAS, CCM is a nonprofit religious corporation, duly organized and
existing under the laws of the State of California and affiliated with the RCA;
WHEREAS, the Session of IPC, constituting the governing body of IPC, and the
Board of Directors of TCC, and Board of Directors of CCM, constituting the governing
bodies of TCC and CCM respectively, with consent of the Presbytery of Los Ranchos
(hereafter “PLR”), have been led by the Holy Spirit to unite as faith communities coming
together in the same mission field, and deem it advisable to merge TCC with and into
IPC so IPC is the Surviving Corporation on the terms provided below (the “Merger”);
WHEREAS, PLR and RCA consent to the Merger;
1
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WHEREAS, IPC and TCC desire to formalize their mutual love, respect and
ministries by entering into the Merger while also permitting CCM to remain a separate
corporation, that does not merge and is not under the control of the new corporation, and
which will maintain ownership and control of its property with its own revenue and
liabilities;
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual agreements and other good
and valuable consideration, the receipt of which is acknowledged, the parties agree as
follows:
ARTICLE I
MERGER
1.1
The Merger. After satisfaction or, to the extent permitted, waiver of all
conditions to the Merger, and subject to the California Corporations Code (the “Code”),
TCC shall merge with and into IPC and IPC shall file a Certificate of Merger with the
Secretary of State of the State of California under the Code and shall make all other
filings or recordings required by California law regarding the Merger. The Merger shall
become effective upon filing all necessary regulatory filings, including the Certificate of
Merger with the California Secretary of State and/or any necessary filings with the
California Office of the Attorney General which may be provided for in the Certificate of
Merger (the “Effective Merger Date”). Upon the Effective Merger Date, the separate
corporate existence of TCC shall cease and IPC shall be the surviving corporation. TCC
shall abandon the fictitious name Shepherd’s Grove, and IPC shall thereafter file a
fictitious business name statement indicating that it will do business as Shepherd’s Grove
Presbyterian Church, or such other name as may be selected in due course. IPC shall also
file a fictitious business name statement as “The Crystal Cathedral.”
1.2
Conditions to the Merger. The respective obligations of each party to affect
the Merger are subject to the satisfaction or waiver (except as provided in this
Agreement) of these conditions:
(a)
This Agreement shall have been approved and adopted by all
requisite corporate action under the Code and the organizational documents of
IPC, including the IPC Articles of Incorporation and its bylaws, and by PLR.
(b)
This Agreement shall have been approved and adopted by all
requisite corporate action under the Code and the organizational documents of
TCC, including the TCC Articles of Incorporation and its bylaws, and by the
Classis of the RCA having jurisdiction over TCC.
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(c)
The assignment by CCM to TCC of all assets and liabilities that will
be included in this Merger, shall have been approved and adopted by all requisite
corporate action under the Code and the organizational documents of CCM.
(d)
The retention of all personal property and intellectual property by
CCM not included as personal property assigned as part of this Merger, and the
approval of the agreed-to license agreement involving any intellectual property
licensed to IPC after the Merger, shall be approved and adopted by all requisite
corporate action under the Code and the organizational documents of CCM.
1.3

Transfer, Conveyance and Assumption.

As of the Effective Merger Date:
(a) IPC shall succeed to and possess all rights, privileges, and powers of TCC,
and the assets, endowments and property of whatever kind and character of TCC, whether
owned, encumbered, rented or leased, shall vest in IPC, as the Surviving Corporation,
without further action. Thereafter, IPC, as the Surviving Corporation, shall be liable for
the disclosed liabilities and obligations of TCC and any claim or judgment against TCC
which may be enforced against IPC under the Code. CCM shall indemnify, defend and
hold IPC harmless from any undisclosed liabilities and obligations of any pastors,
consistory members or ministering elders of TCC or CCM. IPC may prepare and finalize
any bulk sale transfer documents and notifications that it deems prudent. IPC shall
indemnify, defend and hold CCM harmless from any liabilities and obligations of IPC.
(b)
CCM shall have assigned to TCC all assets and liabilities that are
subject to this Merger. A true and correct itemization of all assets, endowments and
property, prepared by and attested to by TCC and CCM, that are assigned to and are
owned by TCC, and to be transferred to IPC in this Merger, free and clear of all liens and
encumbrances, is attached as Exhibit 1.3(a) and incorporated herein by reference.
(c)
As part of this Merger, all liabilities of TCC are to become the
liabilities of IPC. A true and correct itemization of all known liabilities prepared by and
attested to by TCC and CCM, is attached as Exhibit 1.3(b) and incorporated herein by
reference. CCM shall indemnify, defend and hold IPC harmless from any undisclosed
liabilities and obligations of TCC and CCM.
1.4

Articles of Incorporation; Bylaws.

After the Effective Merger Date, the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws
of IPC shall be the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws of the Surviving Corporation.
1.5
Directors of the Surviving Corporation. After the Effective Merger Date,
the Session of the Surviving Corporation shall consist of twelve (12) ruling elders, plus
the three (3) Ministers of the Word and Sacrament. All members serving on Session shall
3
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have voice and vote. The Session for the merged congregation during the first calendar
year after the Merger shall have the following composition: three (3) Ministers of Word
and Sacrament, four (4) ruling elders serving concurrently on the CCM board, one (1)
ruling elder from the membership of Shepherd’s Grove not serving concurrently on the
CCM board, and seven (7) ruling elders from the membership of pre-merger IPC, all of
whom shall serve until new ruling elders are elected and installed under the PC(USA)
constitutional process and the bylaws of IPC. In the event that seven (7) IPC ruling elders
from the pre-merger IPC membership cannot be seated, the difference may be filled by
members of SG not serving concurrently on the CCM board.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, no more than 49% of the members serving on the Session
at any time shall concurrently serve on the Board of CCM. It is the intent of the parties
that those serving concurrently as employees of CCM or as elected or ex-officio
members of the CCM Board of Directors shall not constitute a majority of the Session of
the merged congregation.
1.6
Memberships. Immediately following the Effective Merger Date, the
consenting members of SG shall automatically become members of [name of successor
congregation]. The following steps shall be taken prior to the Effective Merger Date:
• Hold optional orientations for the members of the merged congregation,
scheduled for a variety of times.
• Identify SG elders who want their ordination transferred to the PC(USA).
• Define the role of Deacon and identify those “ministering elders” who want their
ordination transferred to the PC(USA).
• Hold orientation and training for the Elders and Deacons of the merged
congregation.
ARTICLE II
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
2.1

Representations and Warranties of IPC.

IPC represents and warrants:
(a)
IPC is a nonprofit religious corporation duly organized and validly
existing under the laws of the State of California, and has all the requisite power and
authority to own, lease and operate its properties and assets and to carry on its business as
it is now being conducted, subject to the authority of PLR;
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(b)
IPC is duly qualified to do business in the State of California, and is
in good standing in each jurisdiction where the character of its properties or the nature of
its activities makes such qualification necessary;
(c)
this Merger Agreement violates no provisions of the Articles of
Incorporation and Bylaws of IPC ; and
IPC has full corporate power and authority to execute and deliver
(d)
this Agreement and, assuming the adoption of this Agreement by the requisite vote of the
Session and the members of IPC, under IPC's Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws to
consummate the Merger and the other transactions contemplated by this Agreement; and
(e)

this Agreement will be approved by the PLR as of the Effective

Merger Date.
2.2

Representations and Warranties of TCC.

TCC represents and warrants:
(a)
TCC is a nonprofit religious corporation duly organized and validly
existing under the laws of the State of California, and has all the requisite power and
authority to own, lease and operate its properties and assets and to carry on its business as
it is now being conducted;
(b)
TCC is duly qualified to do business in the State of California, and is
in good standing in each jurisdiction where the character of its properties or the nature of
its activities make such qualification necessary;
(c)
this Merger Agreement violates no provisions of the Articles of
Incorporation or Constitution of TCC;
(d)
TCC does not know, or in the exercise of reasonable care and
inquiry should know, of any non-recurring liabilities or potential claims against it other
than those attached to this Agreement as Exhibit 1.3(b);
(e)
TCC has examined the governing documents of IPC and agrees to be
bound by such governing documents;
(f)

TCC has examined the books and records of IPC;

(g)
TCC has no restricted endowments other than those set forth in
Exhibit 2.2(g) attached; and
(h)
TCC has full corporate power and authority to execute and deliver
this Agreement and, assuming the adoption of this Agreement by the requisite vote of the
5
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Board of Directors and the members of TCC under the Code and its Articles of
Incorporation, Bylaws and Constitution, to consummate the Merger and the other
transactions contemplated by this Agreement.
2.3

Representations and Warranties of CCM.

CCM represents and warrants:
(a)
CCM is a nonprofit religious corporation duly organized and validly
existing under the laws of the State of California, and has all the requisite power and
authority to own, lease and operate its properties and assets and to carry on its business as
it is now being conducted;
(b)
CCM is duly qualified to do business in the State of California, and
is in good standing in each jurisdiction where the character of its properties or the nature of
its activities make such qualification necessary;
(c)
CCM’s participation in facilitating this Merger violates no
provisions of its Articles of Incorporation, Bylaws or Constitution; and
(d)

CCM confirms and ratifies the representations and warranties made

by TCC.
ARTICLE III
FURTHER ASSURANCES
Further Assurances. If, after the Effective Merger Date, any further
assignment, conveyance or assurance in law or any other acts are necessary or desirable
to (i) vest, perfect or confirm in the Surviving Corporation IPC's right, title or interest in,
to or under the rights, properties or assets of TCC acquired or to be acquired by the
Surviving Corporation because of, or in connection with, the Merger, or (ii) otherwise
carry out the purposes of this Agreement, TCC and its proper officers shall be deemed to
have granted to the Surviving Corporation an irrevocable power of attorney to execute
and deliver all such proper deeds, assignments and assurances in law and to do all acts
necessary or proper to vest, perfect or confirm title to and possession of such rights,
properties or assets in the Surviving Corporation and otherwise carry out the purposes of
this Agreement; and the officers and directors of the Surviving Corporation are
authorized to take any such action in the name of TCC or otherwise.
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ARTICLE IV
RELATIONSHIP OF CCM TO IPC AND TCC
4.1 CCM shall not be merged into IPC and shall remain a separate California
nonprofit religious corporation with an independent board of directors. CCM shall
remain the owner of all its property not assigned to TCC, including all of its Intellectual
Property. CCM’s Intellectual Property that is not subject to this Merger, includes, but is
not limited to the following trademarks:
a.
“Bobby Schuller Ministries”, serial number 86649084, registration
number 5387070
b.
“Your Hour of Power” with Bobby Schuller, serial number
86/642053, registration number 5346685
c.
“Bobby Schuller”, serial number 86/627921, registration number
5350989
d.
“Hour of Power”, serial number 73714810, registration 1512098,
International Registration 1287898.
4.2 The term “Intellectual Property” is hereby defined as including, but not
limited to, all Intellectual Property owned now or in the past by CCM, including its Hour
of Power television program and its associated content, whether broadcast or not; the
lyrics, songs, compositions and all musical performances created by or licensed to CCM;
all written and preached sermons, messages, teaching sessions of all members or guest
speakers of CCM, including but not limited to Robert H. Schuller, Robert A. Schuller and
Robert V. “Bobby” Schuller; as well as all CCM copyrights, license agreements,
goodwill, and marketing contents of all kinds.
4.3
It is the intent of the parties that as a result of this Merger, unless otherwise
specifically licensed by a separate written agreement, no Intellectual Property of CCM,
and no revenue generated by CCM, or any assets, owned currently that are not assigned
to TCC to become part of the Surviving Corporation, or acquired in the future by CCM,
shall be held in trust in any manner, or subject to any control, ownership, or use by the
Surviving Corporation. No such assets, revenue or property of CCM shall be subject to
any of the provisions of the PC(USA) Book of Order 2017/2019 relating to the “Trust
Clause,” including, but not limited to, Book of Order clauses G-4.0203, G-4.0204 and G4.0205.
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4.4
The existing lease by and between IPC and CCM dated February 1, 2018
shall continue in full force and effect without modification, and shall remain a liability of
CCM.
4.5 As the surviving merged entity and at no cost to IPC, IPC shall be granted a
license to utilize the specifically defined and agreed-to CCM Intellectual Property in the
form set forth in Exhibit A. Other than as set forth in the fully executed license
agreement, no other Intellectual Property of CCM shall be utilized by IPC.
4.6 As a separate corporation, CCM and its Board of Directors shall not be
subject to any Administrative Commission that may supersede the governing Session of
IPC.
ARTICLE V
FINANCES
5.1
It is the intent of the parties that, as defined herein, CCM’s assets (other
than those transferred to TCC, and merged into IPC), revenue stream and liabilities,
including but not limited to its liabilities to the Classis, shall remain separate from the
Surviving Corporation.
5.2
To further define the specifics of these assets and liabilities, within ten (10)
business days of the execution of this Agreement by IPC and TCC, TCC and CCM shall
provide copies to IPC, and IPC shall provide copies to TCC and CCM, of their current
balance sheets, and shall provide all backup documentation that pertains to all existing
assets and liabilities, so the same can be examined by the other party.
5.3
SG and CCM shall continue to pay the Classis for its share of assessments
for 2019 and 2020 as may be determined between SG, CCM and Classis. IPC shall pay
PLR its per capitas for 2019 and 2020 based on its 2018 membership rolls, and its premerger per capitas as may be determined between IPC and PLR. Per capitas on the
merged congregation shall be payable to PLR starting January 1, 2021. The intent of this
provision is that SG and the merged congregation shall not be required to make duplicate
payments to both the Classis and to PLR.
5.4
A pro forma of the Surviving Corporation’s 2019 budget financial model is
attached hereto as Exhibit 5.4(a).
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5.5
The Jenny Hart Preschool, that is currently a ministry of IPC, shall remain a
ministry of the Surviving Corporation.

ARTICLE VI
MINISTERS OF THE WORD AND SACRAMENT
6.1
It is acknowledged that the PLR Committee on Ministry has already voted
to approve the Reverend Robert V. Schuller, the Reverend Chad Blake and the
Reverend Russell Jacobson to serve the merged IPC congregation as RCA pastors until
their ordination can transfer to PC(USA) (June 2020) after which they will serve the
congregation as PC(USA) pastors.
6.2
The current Bridge pastor position will be terminated effective thirty (30)
days after the Effective Merger Date.

ARTICLE VII
TERMINATION
7.1
Termination. Not more than fifteen (15) business days after this Agreement
has been fully executed by IPC and TCC, this Agreement may be terminated, and the
Merger abandoned, by the Session of IPC or the Board of Directors of TCC,
notwithstanding the adoption of this Agreement by the members of IPC and the members
of TCC, by giving written notice to the other party.

ARTICLE VIII
MISCELLANEOUS
8.1
Amendment. This Agreement may not be amended except by an instrument
in writing signed on behalf of each of IPC, PLR, TCC and CCM.
8.2
No Waivers. No failure or delay by any party in exercising any right, power
or privilege shall operate as a waiver thereof nor shall any single or partial exercise
9
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thereof preclude any other or further exercise thereof or exercising any other right, power
or privilege. The rights and remedies herein provided shall be cumulative and not
exclusive of any rights or remedies provided by law.
8.3
Assignment; Third Party Beneficiaries. Neither this Agreement, nor any
right, interest or obligations herein, shall be assigned by the parties without the prior
written consent of the other parties. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to
the benefit of the parties and their respective successors and assigns. This Agreement is
not intended to confer any rights or benefits upon any person other than the parties.
8.4
Governing Law. This Agreement shall be interpreted by, and construed,
interpreted and enforced under the laws of the State of California.
8.5
Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in one or more
counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which together shall
constitute the same instrument.
8.6
Entire Agreement. This Agreement and the documents referred to herein
are intended by the parties as a final expression of their agreement regarding the Merger
of IPC and TCC and are intended as a complete and exclusive statement of the terms of
that agreement, and there are no other agreements or understandings, written or oral,
among the parties, relating to the Merger of IPC and TCC. This Agreement supersedes
all prior agreements and understandings, written or oral, among the parties regarding the
subject.
8.7
Arbitration. The parties shall submit any dispute under this Agreement to
binding arbitration before the American Arbitration Association in accordance with its
commercial arbitration rules. All American Arbitration Association costs shall be split
equally between the parties.
8.8
Drafting Party. All parties agree that this Agreement has been jointly
drafted, with each party represented by independent counsel, and no term or section
herein shall be deemed as construed against any party as the drafting party.
8.9
Notices: Any notice provided for in this Agreement and any other notice,
demand or communication required or permitted to be given hereunder or which any party
may wish to send to another (hereinafter referred to as "Notice" or "Notices") shall be in
writing and shall be deemed to have been properly given if served by (i) personal delivery
or (ii) registered or certified U.S. mail, or by comparable private courier, First Class, return
receipt requested in a sealed envelope, postage or other charges prepaid, or (iii) telegram,
telecopy, facsimile, or other similar form of communication, if followed by other physical
delivery in writing, addressed to the party for whom the Notice is intended as follows:
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If to CCM:

Attention: Chief Operating Officer
Crystal Cathedral Ministries
4445 Alton Parkway
Irvine, CA 92604

If to IPC:

Attention: Executive Pastor
Irvine Presbyterian Church
4445 Alton Parkway
Irvine, CA 92604

Or such other address as any person may request by notice given as aforesaid.
a. Change of Address. Any party to this Agreement may change its address for Notice
from time to time by notice given in accordance with the foregoing provisions.
b. Effective Time. All notices given pursuant to this Section shall be deemed given
and effective when received if personally delivered or sent by telegram, telecopy,
telex or similar form of communication or, if mailed on the date shown on the
return receipt or if a receipt has not then been received, five (5) days after mailing.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned, intending to be legally bound, have
duly executed this Agreement as of the date first stated above.
IRVINE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, INCORPORATED, a California nonprofit
religious corporation affiliated with the PC(USA)

By: _________________

By: ___________________________

David Cheng, President

David Boyd, Secretary

THE CRYSTAL CATHEDRAL, dba SHEPHERD’S GROVE, a California
nonprofit religious corporation affiliated with the Reformed Church in America

By: __________________

By: ____________________________

Bobby Schuller, President

Russ Jacobson, Chief Operating Officer
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CRYSTAL CATHEDRAL MINISTRIES, a California nonprofit religious
corporation

By: __________________

By: ____________________________

Bobby Schuller, President

Russ Jacobson, Chief Operating Officer

EXHIBIT A
PROPOSED LICENSE AGREEMENT
This License Agreement (hereinafter referred to as the “Agreement”) is made and
entered into as of the ___ day of ___, 2019 (hereinafter referred to as the “Effective Date”)
by and between Crystal Cathedral Ministries (hereafter “Grantor”) and Irvine Presbyterian
Church (hereafter “Licensee”).
RECITALS
A.
Grantor is organized and operated for the purpose of, among other things,
communicating the teachings of Jesus Christ and the Gospel by and through the use of
audio/visual media, including but not limited to, video, film, and music in various formats.
B.

Grantor is the owner of certain Intellectual Property as defined below.

C.
Grantor wishes to grant Licensee the right to use the Intellectual Property for
its ministry operations without cost.
D.
The parties now desire by this Agreement to create and execute the
anticipated royalty-free license agreement between the parties.
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereto agree to the following terms and
conditions.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1.

Term and Termination
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1.1
Term. The term of this Agreement shall commence on the Effective
Date described above. This Agreement shall automatically terminate in the event
there is no longer a valid lease in place by and between Irvine Presbyterian Church
(as Lessor) and Crystal Cathedral Ministries (as Lessee).
2.

License Granted to Licensee

2.1
Grantor hereby grants to Licensee a non-exclusive, revocable license
and right to promote, display, and utilize Grantor’s Intellectual Property. The term
Intellectual Property is hereby defined as including, but not limited to, all
Intellectual Property owned now or in the past by CCM, including its Hour of
Power and Bobby Schuller television programs and their associated content,
whether broadcast or not; the lyrics, songs, compositions and all musical
performances created by or licensed to CCM; all written and preached sermons,
messages, teaching sessions of any all members or guest speakers of CCM,
including but not limited to Robert H. Schuller, Robert A. Schuller and Bobby
Schuller; and all CCM copyrights, license agreements, goodwill, and marketing
contents of all kinds.
2.2
Grantor and Licensee hereby acknowledge and agree that Crystal
Cathedral Ministries shall retain ownership of all copyrights and other intellectual
property rights in and to the Intellectual Property.
2.3
It is Grantor’s intention by the license granted to Licensee under the
terms and conditions of this Agreement that the license shall be royalty free.
Grantor shall be entitled to no other monetary compensation from Licensee for the
grant of the license or from the exercise by Licensee of the rights granted under the
license.
3.

Utilization of the Intellectual Property

Grantor hereby grants Licensee the right to utilize the Intellectual Property
in its worship services and for other religious, non-commercial purposes. In no
event shall the Intellectual Property be used by Licensee to solicit funds from the
general public.
4.

Arbitration.

The parties shall submit any dispute under this Agreement to binding
arbitration before the American Arbitration Association in accordance with its
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commercial arbitration rules. All American Arbitration Association costs shall be
split equally between the parties.
5.

General Provisions

5.1
Notices. Any notice provided for in this Agreement and any other
notice, demand or communication required or permitted to be given hereunder or
which any party may wish to send to another (hereinafter referred to as "Notice" or
"Notices") shall be in writing and shall be deemed to have been properly given if
served by (i) personal delivery or (ii) registered or certified U.S. mail, or by
comparable private courier, First Class, return receipt requested in a sealed
envelope, postage or other charges prepaid, or (iii) telegram, telecopy, facsimile, or
other similar form of communication, if followed by other physical delivery in
writing, addressed to the party for whom the Notice is intended as follows:
If to Grantor: Attention: Chief Operating Officer
Crystal Cathedral Ministries
4445 Alton Parkway
Irvine, CA 92604
If to Licensee:

Attention: Executive Pastor
Irvine Presbyterian Church
4445 Alton Parkway
Irvine, CA 92604

Or such other address as any person may request by notice given as aforesaid.
5.1.1 Change of Address. Any party to this Agreement may change its
address for Notice from time to time by notice given in accordance with the
foregoing provisions.
5.1.2 Effective Time. All notices given pursuant to this Section shall be
deemed given and effective when received if personally delivered or sent by
telegram, telecopy, or similar form of communication or, if mailed on the date
shown on the return receipt or if a receipt has not then been received, five (5) days
after mailing.
5.2
Waiver. The failure of any party to insist, in any one or more
instances, on performances of any of the terms and conditions of this Agreement
shall not be construed as a waiver or relinquishment of any rights granted hereunder
14
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or of the future performance of any such term, covenant, or condition, but the
obligations of the parties with respect thereto shall continue in full force and effect.
5.3
Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each
of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which together shall constitute one
and the same instrument.
5.4
Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement
between the parties hereto with respect to the subject hereof and supersedes all prior
agreements, understandings, negotiations, and discussions of the parties, whether
oral or written, and there are no warranties, representations, or other agreements
between the parties in connection with the subject matter hereto except as
specifically set forth herein or therein. No amendment, alteration, or modification
of this Agreement shall be valid unless in each instance such amendment, alteration,
or modification is expressed in a written instrument duly executed by the parties.
5.5
Successors and Assigns. All the terms and provisions of this
Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of and be enforceable by
the respective successors and assigns of the parties hereto. Neither Grantor nor
Licensee may assign any of their rights or obligations under this Agreement without
the prior written consent of the other, which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld.
5.6
Interpretation. Unless the context requires otherwise, all words used
in this Agreement in the singular number shall extend to and include the plural, all
words in the plural number shall extend to and include the singular, and all words
in any gender shall extend to and include all genders.
5.7
Severability. If any provision, clause, or part of this Agreement, or
the application thereof under certain circumstances, is held invalid, the remainder
of this Agreement, or the application of such provision, clause, or part under other
circumstances, shall not be affected thereby.
5.8
Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed
under the laws of the State of California.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of
the day and year first set forth above.
IRVINE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

CRYSTAL CATHEDRAL MINISTRIES

X

X

David Cheng
President

Russell Jacobson
Chief Operating Officer
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Exhibit 1.3(a)
Assets of TCC as of Effective Merger Date
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Exhibit 1.3(b)
Non-Recurring Liabilities of, and Potential Claims against, TCC
TCC is a co-plantiff with CCM in Superior Court of the State of California for the
County of Orange Case No. 30-2017-00954144-CU-MC-CJC litigation against defendant
Carol Schuller Milner. This is concerning the storage and disposition of The Glory of
Creation personal property currently stored in 7 box trailers at a leased premises in
Riverside, CA. CCM is the lead plaintiff in this matter.
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Exhibit 2.2(g)
TCC Restricted Endowments
NONE
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Department
Offerings - Legacy SG
Offerings - Legacy IPC
Estates & Bequests

Loc#
11
11
11

Dept#
0
0
0

Care Ministry

11

202

Congregational Life

11

Stewardship Campaign

2019 Revenue
1,436,100
335,600
140,000
12,000

2019
Expense

2019 Net
1,436,100
335,600
140,000

48,550

(36,550)

204

88,778

(88,778)

11

208

12,400

(12,400)

Family Ministry

11

209

180,648

(17,900)

Membership \ Stewardship

11

212

56,804

(56,804)

Worship Music Ministry

11

216

385,688

(385,688)

Missions - Sponsored

11

221

Missions - Program

11

Missions - Payroll

162,748

90,000

90,000

-

221

90,000

(90,000)

11

221

84,624

(84,624)

Volunteers

11

226

4,390

(4,390)

Contemporary Service

11

228

77,920

(77,920)

Concerts

11

236

35,000

35,000

-

Bobby's Library

11

240

3,000

1,200

1,800

Children's Ministry

11

304

8,900

16,388

(7,488)

Student Ministry

11

314

11,800

18,400

(6,600)

Young Adults

11

320

34,666

(34,666)

Denomination Fees

11

470

53,501

(53,501)

Church Admin

11

500

258,855

(258,855)

Ordained Ministers *

11

501

200,784

(200,784)
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Communications
Facility Income - Jenny
Hart
Facility Income - CCM
Rent
Facility Income - CCM Op
Ex

11

526

35,854

11

700

275,000

275,000

11

700

601,200

601,200

11

700

195,786

195,786

Facility Allocation - Church

11

700

97,896

(97,896)

Facility & Utility Costs

11

700

742,306

(742,306)

Mortgage Payments

11

700

147,671

(147,671)

Security

11

720

13,298

(13,298)

Weddings \ Memorials

11

930

12,000

10,800

2,787,621

542,313

22,800

C H U R C H Operations

3,329,934

* Minister allocations to church: Lead Pastor (50%); Executive Pastor (80%); COO (20%)
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(35,854)
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APPENDIX G

January 3, 2019
Session of Irvine Presbyterian Church
c/o Mr. David Cheng
4445 Alton Parkway
Irvine, CA 92604
Dear Mr. Cheng,
Farmers and Merchants Bank (“Bank”) is pleased to express its preliminary interest in considering
the credit accommodations described below for the Borrower to assist with the financing of the
property located at 4445 Alton Parkway, Irvine, CA 92604. This proposal letter is neither a
commitment nor an offer to lend by the Bank at this time. However, it is a summary of the credit
facility that we would be pleased to consider as we look forward to continuing a long-lasting
relationship with you. The following letter of interest is to assist with the financing to accomplish
your goals:
Credit Facility:

Capital Expenditure Loan

Borrower:

Irvine Presbyterian Church

Recourse:

Non-recourse

Purpose:

Capital improvements for a church facility located at 4445 Alton Parkway,
Irvine, CA 92604 (“Property”)

Amount:

Real Estate secured Loan shall not exceed the lesser of:


$585,000, or



30.00% of the Appraisal Report’s “As-Is” value of the subject collateral
property by a Bank-approved appraiser, or


Initial Funding:
Holdback for
Repairs:

Minimum 1.45:1 Debt Service Coverage (“DSC”) ratio, as determined
by Bank.

$250,000
$335,000
Available after verification of merger between Irvine Presbyterian Church
and Shepherd’s Grove Church and subject to DSC ratio of 1.60x as
determined by Bank.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Farmers & Merchants Bank
4695 Mac Arthur Court, Suite 130
Newport Beach, CA 92660
Phone (949) 345-7313

Member FDIC
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Interest Rate:

Fixed at 5.25%

Amortization:

7 Years

Maturity:

11/1/2022 (co-terminus with Loan #90-101-6143-9)

Prepayment
Penalty:

None

Loan Points:

0%

Collateral:

The loan is to be fully secured by an ALTA-insured first priority Deed of
Trust, with an Assignment of Rents, on the Property recorded in Orange
County, California. In addition, UCC-1 financing statement shall be filed
perfecting the Bank’s security interest in the personal property affixed to
the Property.

Doc Fee:

A loan documentation fee of approximately $350.00 per note, if using
internal documentation system. Additional costs will be incurred and paid
by Borrower if outside counsel is engaged.

Appraisal:

Receipt and acceptable review of appraisal reports, indicating the “As-Is”
market value of the collateral properties being financed, completed by a
Bank-approved Certified General Appraiser, at the Borrower’s expense.
The estimated cost of the appraisal report is determined to be $3,500.
Payment for the appraisal is due Bank concurrent with the execution of this
proposal letter and its delivery to Bank by Borrower. Bank shall refund any
amounts over-paid.

Appraisal
Review Fee:

Environmental:

Bank is required by FIRREA to have the appraisal reports reviewed by a
third party reviewer for value concurrence. The estimated cost of the review
reports is determined to be $350.
If available, receipt and review of a Phase-I Environmental Site Assessment
(“ESA”) report satisfactory to Bank, in its sole opinion, provided by an
environmental consulting firm acceptable to Bank, in order to access the
environmental risks of the properties being pledged as collateral for the
proposed loan.
If a Phase-I ESA report is not available, an “EDR Environmental Risk
Rating” report is to be provided to Bank at a cost to Borrower of $185 per
property.
If Phase I review or EDR necessitates, a Phase I will be ordered, cost to be
determined by Bank and paid by the Borrower.
Borrower and/or existing property owner are to provide the Bank with
completed Hazardous Substance Questionnaires (Bank form FM542)
satisfactory to Bank indicating the past and present ownership and use of
the properties relating to any possible environmental risks.

Other Costs:

All closing costs, are to be paid by the Borrower upon demand by the Bank,
but in no event later than the loan closing date. In addition, Borrower shall
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pay Bank loan escrow fee and all out-of-pocket costs, including, but not
limited to appraisal, title insurance, environmental reports, and flood
determination fee.
Lender’s Estimated
Closing Costs*:

Appraisal Report
Appraisal Review
Loan Processing Fee
Flood Determination
Environmental review
Phase I (only if required)
Tax Service
UCC Filing
Recording Fee
Lenders Title Insurance
Loan Documents
Loan Points

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3,500
350
TBD
9
185
TBD
65
64
300
TBD
350
0

*Please note that all fees above are estimates and may change. Final
closing statement will be provided upon closing. Loan document fee is
based on using bank standard loan documents.
Expiration Date:

This letter of interest will expire on January 17, 2019 if not accepted in
writing by that date.

Rate Lock:

The rate is subject to change until locked upon execution of the Letter of
Interest. Rate lock expires after 60 days.

Credit Terms and Conditions:
Loan Agreement:

The above credit facility shall be governed by a Business Loan Agreement
together with such other documentation as may be required by the Bank, or
its legal counsel, to comply with all applicable laws, regulations and
requirements of the Bank. Said documentation may include standard and
non-standard definitions, conditions to loan closing, events of default and
other items related to the transaction contemplated by this loan proposal
letter.

Reporting:

The Business Loan Agreement shall also include the following financial
information reporting requirements:

Covenants:



Receipt of reviewed financial statements for Borrower due within 240
days of fiscal year-end;



Other financial reporting requirements, as determined by Bank.

Terms and conditions of the loan as required by the Bank and as described
in the loan documents including but not limited to:


Maximum Loan-to-Value (LTV) ratio of 30.00% of the “As-Is”
appraised value of the subject collateral Property;
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Deposit Account
Requirement:

Standard monetary and non-monetary defaults.

Operating accounts for the Property to be maintained at Bank throughout
the term of the loan.

Insurance:

Borrower shall provide to the Bank a liability and hazard (replacement
value) insurance policy in an amount equal to the loan amount, with a
lender’s loss payable endorsement satisfactory to Bank.

Conditions

Bank’s determination of whether to issue a commitment to the Borrower will
be subject to its satisfactory receipt and review, as determined by the Bank, of
the following:


Receipt and satisfactory review of real estate appraisals by a Bankapproved appraiser;



Receipt and review of Phase-I ESA reports, or “EDR Environmental Risk
Rating” reports, satisfactory to Bank, evidencing no contamination of
subject property;



Loan approval by the Presbytery Los Ranchos;



Completion of “Hazardous Substances Questionnaires”;



Loan approval by the senior management of the Bank;



Receipt and approval by the Bank of the form of ALTA title insurance and
any required title insurance endorsements;



Receipt and approval by the Bank of evidence of satisfactory liability and
hazard insurance naming the Bank as an “Additional Insured” and “Loss
Payee”;



Receipt of and all documentation required to perfect the Bank’s 1st Trust
Deed lien position, including but not-limited-to documentation of proper
signing authority for all businesses involved in the transaction. This
signing authority should be documented by corporate minutes and/or
entity documents, satisfactory to Bank;



Payment of all fees and out-of-pocket expenses due to the Bank;



Delivery to Bank of any additional information, reports, documents, etc.
as may be required by the Bank





This loan is not assumable
Secondary or junior financing is not permitted;
Borrower must at all times maintain liability and hazard insurance in a
form and amount acceptable to the Bank;



Standard representations, warranties and covenants of Borrower, as
required by Bank.

General Conditions:

Farmers and Merchants Bank reserves the right to withdraw this proposal letter, in its sole
determination, based on the financial conditions of the Borrower, the condition and value of the real
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estate collateral, and any item(s) deemed adversely material by the Bank. This proposal letter is not
meant to be, nor shall it be construed as an attempt to define all of the terms and conditions of the
transaction being contemplated. Instead, it is intended only to outline certain basic requirements and
points of business understanding around which legal documentation is to be structured. Further
negotiations or changes to this loan proposal and the general terms set forth herein shall not be
precluded by the issuance of this letter and its acceptance. Any change in terms or modifications
including documentation approved by the Bank that differs in terms and conditions from this proposal
letter shall prevail.
Please note that the contents of this letter are confidential and are provided to you solely for the
purposes described herein. This letter may not be relied upon by any third party, and the Borrower
will not deliver, display, or otherwise disclose the contents of this letter to any third party without
the prior written consent of the Bank.
Please indicate your acceptance of the general terms and conditions of this proposal by signing
below where indicated. Also please submit with your signed copy of this proposal your check in
the amount of $4,100.00 for the estimated cost of the appraisal report, appraisal review cost, EDR
Environment Risk-rating report, and flood determination fee. Any over-payment amount will be
refunded to Borrower. We will then proceed as quickly as possible to complete our due diligence,
seek credit approval, and prepare loan documentation. It is conceivable that certain information
obtained during our due diligence process may cause alterations to the credit terms and conditions
as proposed herein.
We look forward to working with you on this proposed financing transaction. We appreciate your
considering us as a financial partner and wish to continue to develop our relationship for many more
years to come. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call us at (949) 345-7307.
Best regards,
Farmers and Merchants Bank

Charlie Garcia
Charlie Garcia
Vice President

Agreed to and Accepted on this ____ day of __________, 2019
________________________
David Cheng, President
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APPENDIX H

AMENDMENT TO LEASE AGREEMENT

This Amendment to Lease Agreement (“Amendment”) modifies the Agreement by and between
the St. Paul’s and CAGI whereby St. Paul’s grants the use of the Fellowship Hall, located at 2850
W. Orange Ave., Anaheim, CA 92894 (“Premises”), by CAGI. Capitalized terms in the
Amendment have the same meaning as in the Lease Agreement between the parties.
In accordance with Section 3, Consideration, of the Agreement, CAGI and St. Paul’s have agreed in

good faith to an increase in the Payment as follows:

a) Commencing with the Payment due January 1, 2019, CAGI agrees to increase such payment
from $1,000 to $1,300 per month for the remaining term of the Agreement, subject to item c
below.
b) CAGI will pay to St. Paul’s $600 intended to cover the increase in the Payment for November
and December 2018, when it has available funds, but no later than March 1, 2019.
c) CAGI has applied for and received approval for a denominational grant. Upon receipt of the
grant funds CAGI agrees to increase the Payment to $1,450 per month for the remaining term
of the Agreement, commencing on the first day of the calendar month following receipt of the
funds.

The parties agree to be bound by the Agreement:
For St. Paul’s Presbyterian Church of Anaheim
Signed:
Printed name:
Date:
For Church of Amazing Grace International
Signed:
Printed name:
Date:
For the Trustees of the Presbytery of Los Ranchos
Signed:
Printed name:
Date:
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APPENDIX I
PRESBYTERY OF LOS RANCHOS
11/30/18
PER CAPITA COLLECTIONS REPORT
For the Year 2018
2018
2018
BALANCE
PER CAPITA PAYMENTS SHORT
CHURCH
ASSESSMENT RECEIVED
(OVER)
************************************** * ******************* ************** **************
ANAHEIM, Canyon Hills
12,217.50 11,000.00
1,217.50
ANAHEIM, First
2,182.86
2,182.86
0.00
ANAHEIM, St. Paul's
814.50
814.50
0.00
ANAHEIM, Korean
2,671.56
0.00
2,671.56
ARTESIA, Korean Independent
847.08
847.08
0.00
BELLFLOWER, Community
2,182.86
2,182.86
0.00
CERRITOS, Korean Hope
3,583.80
0.00
3,583.80
COSTA MESA, Covenant
5,929.56
5,929.56
0.00
CYPRESS, New Praise
2,704.14
2,704.14
0.00
DOWNEY, First
5,440.86
5,440.86
0.00
FULLERTON, First
15,051.96 15,051.96
0.00
FULLERTON, Indonesian
3,486.06
3,486.06
0.00
FULLERTON, Zion Central
1,466.10
1,466.10
0.00
FULLERTON, Morningside
2,541.24
2,541.00
0.24
GARDEN GROVE, First
2,769.30
2,769.30
0.00
GARDEN GROVE, Formosan
3,616.38
0.00
3,616.38
GARDEN GROVE, Vietnamese
6,190.20
6,190.00
0.20
GARDEN GROVE, Woori
781.92
781.92
0.00
HUNTINGTON BEACH, St.Peter's
8,470.80
8,470.80
0.00
Individual donation
0.00
0.00
0.00
IRVINE, Pres
12,054.60
5,000.00
7,054.60
LA HABRA HILLS, Pres
4,789.26
0.00
4,789.26
LA MIRADA, Community
5,049.90
5,049.90
0.00
LAGUNA BEACH Pres
23,196.96 23,196.96
0.00
LAGUNA HILLS, Geneva
11,696.22 11,696.22
0.00
LAGUNA NIGUEL, Pres
9,774.00
9,774.00
0.00
LONG BEACH, Covenant
6,092.46
6,092.46
0.00
LONG BEACH, Emmanuel
586.44
586.44
LONG BEACH, First
814.50
0.00
814.50
LONG BEACH, Grace First
13,879.08 13,879.08
0.00
LOS ANGELES, Divine Saviour
1,726.74
0.00
1,726.74
MISSION VIEJO, PCOM
30,136.50 10,119.00
20,017.50
NEWPORT BEACH, St. Mark
19,482.84 19,482.84
0.00
NORWALK, Pres
1,074.14
1,075.14
-1.00
NORWALK, Esperanza Viva
0.00
0.00
0.00
NORWALK, Shin Il
1,694.16
1,694.16
0.00
ORANGE, First
7,884.36
7,884.36
0.00
PLACENTIA, Pres
9,285.30
9,285.30
0.00
SAN CLEMENTE, Pres
37,336.68 16,350.00
20,986.68
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO
3,648.96
3,648.96
0.00
SANTA ANA, Canaan
7,558.56
7,558.56
0.00
SANTA ANA, First
4,072.50
4,072.50
0.00
TRABUCO CANYON, Pres
9,285.30
9,285.30
0.00
TUSTIN, Pres
7,819.20
7,819.20
0.00
WHITTIER, East
4,984.74
4,984.74
0.00
1,857.06
0.00
WHITTIER, Pres
1,857.06
YORBA LINDA, Pres
7,037.28
7,037.28
0.00
TOTALS
325,766.42 259,288.46
66,477.96
PLR % allocation
$61,572.47
============= ========= =========
Overall % Per Capita paid
80%
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KHL
Approved
PAYMENT
SCHEDULE
*********************
Quarterly
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full

Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full

Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full
Paid in Full

Unpaid
66,477.96

PRESBYTERY OF LOS RANCHOS
2018 General Mission Pledges Received to Date
For the Year to Date 12/31/18
Church
Anaheim, Canyon Hills
Anaheim, First
Anaheim, Korean
Anaheim, St Pauls
Artesia, Korean Independent
Bellflower, Community Pres.
Costa Mesa
Cypress, New Praise
Downey, First
Fullerton, First
Fullerton, Indonesian
Fullerton, Morningside
Fullerton, Zion Central
Garden Grove, First
Garden Grove, Formosan
Garden Grove, Vietnamese
Garden Grove, Woori
Huntington Bch,St.Peter
Irvine
Irvine Taiwaneese
Laguna Beach
Laguna Woods, Geneva
Laguna Niguel
La Habra Hills
La Mirada Community
Long Beach, Covenant
Long Beach, Emanuel
Long Beach, First United
Long Beach, Grace First
Los Angeles, Divine Savior
Mission Viejo CofM
Newport Bch, St Mark
Norwalk
Norwalk, Shin II
Norwalk, Esperanza Viva
Orange, First
Orange, New Hope
Placentia
San Clemente
San Juan Capistrano
Santa Ana, Canaan
Santa Ana, First
Trabuco
Tustin
Individual/Group donation
Tustin Taiwanese
Westminster, Hispanic
Whittier, East
Whittier Pres
Yorba Linda
Totals
No Pledge
Pledged 100% to GA

22-Jan-19
khl

APPENDIX J

Gen Mission Gen Mission
2018
2018
Receipts
Pledge
5,000.00
5,000.00
2,000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
182.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3,500.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
8,640.00
8,640.00
15,000.00
2,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
3,000.00
3,000.00
0.00
0.00
9,996.00
10,000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4,400.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4,000.00
0.00
84,799.00
78,275.00
11,299.95
11,300.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6,500.00
0.00
500.00
500.00
0.00
0.00
12,500.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
1,000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
0.00
0.00
5,000.04
4,000.00
500.00
0.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
6,000.00
0.00
1,300.00
1,200.00
1,000.00
0.00
21,000.00
17,850.00
2,400.00
1,200.00
1,000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4,642.23
0.00
9,000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
282,159.72 200,965.00

Est. Annual Total
Designated Designated
to Presbytery
Presbytery GA
70.00%
Only
Only
3,500.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
127.75
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2,450.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6,048.00
0.00
0.00
1,400.00
0.00
0.00
700.00
0.00
0.00
2,100.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
7,000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3,080.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
54,792.50
0.00
0.00
7,909.97
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3,688.00
4,550.00
0.00
0.00
350.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
8,750.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
35,000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3,500.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2,800.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1,400.00
0.00
0.00
4,200.00
0.00
0.00
840.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
12,495.00
0.00
0.00
840.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3,249.56
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
167,082.78
0.00
3,688.00

Total PLR Pledge Allocation
Total 2018

PLR % Receipts

167,082.78
197,511.80

to date

Presbytery of Los Ranchos
Co-Executive for Governance and Congregational Leadership/Stated Clerk
February 21, 2019
For Action:
The Stated Clerk MOVES that Presbytery (*’d items to be part of Consent Agenda):
1. ADOPT the Consent Agenda.
2. *GRANT voice without vote to presbyters in attendance who are members in good
standing in other mid-level councils (corresponding members).
3. *GRANT voice without vote to those who are neither (a-i) members of Presbytery nor
(a-ii) corresponding members granted voice but (b) are scheduled in the docket to
present information to Presbytery.
4. *GRANT privileges of the floor (no voice or vote, but permission to be present and
observe) to those who come as observers.
5. *ENTER upon the permanent record, at the close of the meeting, those information
items reported to Presbytery but not otherwise acted upon.
6. *RECOGNIZE Action Item #5, taken together with all votes responding to requests
by subordinate bodies of the Presbytery, as fulfilling the Presbytery’s responsibility to
review the work of its Council, continuing committees, and special organizations, in
accordance with the principles of “General Administrative Review” of G-3.0108a of
the Book of Order.
7. *LIMIT DEBATE to three minutes per speech, unless the speaker requires translation,
in which case each entire speech, including translation, shall be limited to six minutes.
Questions shall not count against the time allotted for each speech.
(Note: Robert’s Rules sets a time limit of ten minutes per speech. It should be noted
that each person with standing to speak before the body is granted the opportunity to
speak once for each action item. An amendment is considered a separate action item
from the main motion).
8. *ACHIEVE REDRESS OF BALANCE (equalization of teaching elder and ruling
elder commissioners to Presbytery) for May 1, 2019 through April 30, 2020 according
to Appendix K.
9. *DISMISS WITH THANKS the Administrative Commission appointed to install the
Rev. Kim Skilling as Pastor of First Presbyterian Church of Anaheim.
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10. *DISMISS WITH THANKS the Administrative Commission appointed to install the
Rev. Hayes Noble as Associate Pastor of St. Mark Presbyterian Church of Newport
Beach.
11. *APPOINT the following members to the Administrative Commission charged with
reviewing the Session minutes and records for 2019:
TE Lance Allen
RE Mary deBar (Canvas)
TE Stan Kim
RE Marilyn Moore (La Mirada)
RE Pat Niles (Tustin)
RE Bob Parker (St. Mark)
TE Leanne Strommen (Chair of AC)
TE Charles Svendsen
RE Wilbur Hu (Garden Grove Formosan)
Recommendations of Administrative Commissions:
12. Administrative Commission with Original Jurisdiction for Iglesia Presbiteriana El
Divino Salvador de Los Angeles (“Divine Savior”)
The Administrative Commission charged with the oversight of Divine Savior brings
the following motions:
a. CLOSE Iglesia Presbiteriana El Divino Salvador de Los Angeles, effective
February 28, 2019.
Note: See Appendix L for the AC’s background and rationale.
Note: See Appendix M for the Appendix referenced in the AC’s background and
rationale.
Note: See Appendix N for the response of approximately twenty-five congregants.
b. APPOINT the following individuals as Corporate Officers for the Corporation of
Divine Savior: TE Jesse Lund, President; RE John Smithers (St. Mark), Treasurer;
TE Forrest Claassen, Secretary and Agent of Process.
c. DISSOLVE the Administrative Commission, effective February 28, 2019.
13. Administrative Commission with Oversight of Huntington Beach RV Ministry
The Administrative Commission charged with the oversight of the Huntington Beach
RV Ministry (also known as “Hope for Life Chapel”) brings the following motions:
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a. CLOSE the Hope for Life RV Park Ministry, with appreciation and gratitude for
the faithful service of Rev. Tamara John, effective February 21, 2019.
b. COMMISSION the Staff Relations Committee to work out any details regarding
the end of Rev. Tamara John’s association with the Hope for Life RV Park
Ministry.
c. DISSOLVE the Administrative Commission.
Background and Rationale to all three motions:
The Hope for Life RV ministry was started with high hopes and great energy. At
the time conditions were favorable within the RV park and the ministry was
sustained by many committed pastors, elders, and volunteers. There was passion
and the promise of a support structure that moved this ministry forward. A bold
vision and broad participation carried the gospel of Jesus Christ to a people
sometimes overlooked and underserved. Unfortunately, conditions within the RV
park have changed. The support structure of volunteers has dwindled. Even with
much work and effort, it appears the life cycle of this ministry is near the end.
The Administrative Commission commends Rev. Tamara John for good work in
challenging circumstances. She has served well. Providing crisis help to people in
deep need is emotionally and spiritually demanding. While a number of programs
are going well, including a Saturday morning Bible study, a monthly barbeque
and quarterly worship services, the administrative functions necessary for
sustainable ministry have been overwhelming. The human resource of this project
is stretched to the limit and financial resources are rapidly diminishing. Therefore
the Administrative Commission is recommending the closure of this ministry at
the end of February 2019.
14. Administrative Commission Responding to Anaheim Korean Presbyterian Church
The Administrative Commission charged with responding to issues at Anaheim
Korean Presbyterian Church brings the following motion:
GRANT AUTHORITY TO ASSUME ORIGINAL JURISDICTION to the
Administrative Commission charged with responding to issues at Anaheim Korean
Presbyterian Church.
Background and Rationale: The AC offered an initial recommendation that the pastor
and session enter into a process with the AC to seek forgiveness of one another and
re-establish a trusting, caring environment in which the church can grow and serve as
faithful disciples. The session rejected this offer completely and insisted that only the
pastor’s departure would be satisfactory. It became clearly apparent that
reconciliation was impossible and that a break in unhealthy patterns needed to
happen. The AC has asked the session to resign and although they do not agree, they
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seem willing to comply. The AC requests original jurisdiction in case they fail to
comply and in order to form and train a new session. The AC will also be monitoring
a coaching process with the pastor to avoid future conflicts.
For Information:
1. Administrative Commissions for Ordination and Installation of Pastors
a. Administrative Commission to Install Kim Skilling
The Administrative Commission to install the Rev. Kim Skilling as Pastor of
First Presbyterian Church of Anaheim met at the church at 10:00 AM on
December 2, 2019.
The Commission was convened by Teaching Elder Robin Clardy, Moderator of
Presbytery. The meeting was opened with prayer by TE Clardy. TE Clardy was
elected to serve as Moderator of the Commission.
Members present: TE Clardy; TEs Forrest Claassen and Marion Park; REs Kathy
French (Tustin) and Alan Lopez (Anaheim First).
The Commission voted to install Rev. Skilling. The meeting continued with
worship and concluded with the benediction by Rev. Skilling.
b. Administrative Commission to Install Hayes Noble
The Administrative Commission to install the Rev. Hayes Noble as Associate
Pastor of St. Mark Presbyterian Church of Downey met at the church at 3:00
PM on January 13, 2019.
The Commission was convened by Teaching Elder Robin Clardy, Moderator of
Presbytery. The meeting was opened with prayer by TE Clardy. TE Clardy was
elected to serve as Moderator of the Commission.
Members present: TE Clardy; TEs Cedar Dang and Mark Davis; REs Bobbi
Dauderman (St. Mark) and Andrew Donchak (San Clemente).
The Commission voted to install Rev. Noble. The meeting continued with
worship. Participants in worship included the members of the commission; TEs
Ryan Romberg and Leanne Strommen; RE Mary Hornbuckle (St. Mark); the Rev.
Millason Dailey (TE, San Gabriel Presbytery); JR Vigil (St. Mark); Alicia Adams
(St. Mark); and Rabbi Marcia Tilchin (Jewish Collaborative of Orange County).
The meeting concluded with the benediction by Rev. Noble.
2. Minister Gains/Transfers
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a. Ordination Completed: None.
b. Receipt Completed: Martín Garcia (Pacific); Jason Micheli (Central Florida).
c. Dismissal Completed: Linda Flatley (Olympia); Duncan McColl (San Diego).
d. Receipt Pending: Christopher Atwood (Tropical Florida); Jeffrey Bridgeman
(Seattle); Ian Farrell (San Diego); Li-Shu Huang (Presbyterian Church of
Taiwan).
e. Dismissal Pending: Harold Ogden (Chicago); Neal Nybo (Santa Barbara).
f. To Church Triumphant: Jose G. (“Tony”) Lugo-Alvarez, on November 16, 2018
in Orlando, Florida. He was 87 years old.
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APPENDIX K
STATED CLERK’S REPORT FOR EQUALIZATION OF COMMISSIONERS TO PRESBYTERY IN 2019
SUMMARY OF REPORTS TO GENERAL ASSEMBLY FOR 2018 (May 1, 2019 through April 30, 2020)
Number of Teaching Elders 1/1/2018:
175
Losses:
Death:
3
Transferred:
12
Dismissals
1
TOTAL LOSSES:
-16
159
Gains:
Ordination:
0
Transferred:
4
Restored:
0
TOTAL GAINS:
4
Active Ministers on Roll as of 12/31/2018:
163
Non-Resident/Non-Participating:
-36
TOTAL FOR EQUALIZATON:

127

Total Ruling Elder Commissioners per G-3.0301; 3.0103 and Standing Rules for the 45 Congregations
Four Congregations:
Forty-one Congregations:
SUB-TOTAL:

2 = 8
1 = 41
49

Officers and Exempt Staff Elders:
Elders on Council:
Other Elders (e.g. Trustees):
SUB-TOTAL:

0
5
9
14

TOTAL:
Needed to correct imbalance:

63
64

STANDING RULES
2.0
MEMBERSHIP
a)

Each church shall be represented by elder members commissioned as provided for in the Form of
Government:
Churches with membership up to 500 shall have one elder member representative:
501
1,001
1,501
2,001

to
to
to
to

1,000
1,500
2,000
3,000

: 2 elders
: 3 elders
: 4 elders
: 5 elders

Above 3,000 members, there shall be an additional elder representative for each 1,000 additional members.
b) In addition, elders elected to or serving on Council and Trustees shall be named as commissioners;
c)

Additional elder members may be commissioned by sessions of churches identified by presbytery if an annual
January determination by the Stated Clerk indicates that the number of resident and able-to-attend Ministers of the
Word and Sacrament members exceeds the number of elder commissioners identified in “a” and “b”. The following
process will be used to identify such sessions and to redress any imbalance:
One additional ruling elder commissioner shall be added from each congregation in descending order of the
congregations’ membership until balance is achieved.
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To equalize the number of ruling elder commissioners to presbytery, and to do so consistent with actual
membership, the following plan is recommended:

RULING ELDER COMMISSIONERS TO PRESBYTERY 2019/2020 (MAY 1, 2019 TO APRIL 30, 2020)
ANAHEIM
Canyon Hills
First
Korean
St. Paul’s

[3]
[2]
[2]
[2]

ARTESIA
Korean Independent [2]
BELLFLOWER
Community
[2]
CERRITOS
Korean Hope

LAGUNA WOODS
Geneva
[3]

49 RE COMMISSIONERS ELECTED BY
CONGREGATIONS

LONG BEACH
Covenant
[3]
Emmanuel
[2]
Grace First
[3]

14 RES ON COUNCIL & TRUSTEES

LOS ANGELES
Divine Savior
[2]
MISSION VIEJO
Church of the Master
NEWPORT BEACH
St. Mark
[4]

[2]

NORWALK
Norwalk
Shin Il

[2]
[2]

DOWNEY
First

[2]

ORANGE
First

[2]

FULLERTON
First
Indonesian
Morningside
Zion Central

[3]
[2]
[2]
[2]

PLACENTIA
Placentia

[3]

GARDEN GROVE
First
[2]
Formosan
[2]
S.C. Woori
[2]
Vietnamese
[3]
HUNTINGTON BEACH
St. Peter’s
[3]
IRVINE
Irvine
LA HABRA
La Habra Hills
LA MIRADA
Community

[4]

[2]

COSTA MESA
Covenant
[3]
CYPRESS
New Praise

COUNCIL:
HAGAR BENITEZ
SUE CURRIE
BILL EWING
DEBORAH MAYHEW
MARILYN MOORE

[3]
[2]

SAN CLEMENTE
San Clemente
[4]
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO
Community
[2]
SANTA ANA
First
[2]
Orange Canaan [3]
TRABUCO CANYON
Trabuco
[3]
TUSTIN
Tustin

[3]

WHITTIER
East
Whittier

[2]
[2]

[2]

LAGUNA BEACH
Laguna
[4]

YORBA LINDA
Yorba Linda
[3]

LAGUNA NIGUEL
Laguna Niguel [3]
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TRUSTEES:
GUS ALTUZARRA
PATTY GEORGES
FRED HEBEIN
JULIAN KWON
GREG LUBUSHKIN
CAROLINE MILLSON
PAT MOSELEY
HOWARD PROL
JOHN SMITHERS

Memb. Church
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

981
921
615
592
419
395
322
306
278
258
241
226
226
222
210
203
199
160
156
148
144
136
132
121
117
114
110
104
95
88
* 83
82
67
61
60
*** 53
42
37
36
35
28
20
* 18
16
**
**** 0
Totals

1st + 2nd + 3rd + 4th +
5th. =
TOTAL
Council - 5 Trustees- 9
14
San Clemente Presbyterian
2
1
1
4
Presbyterian Church of the Master, Mission Viejo
2
1
1
4
Laguna Presbyterian, Laguna Beach
2
1
1
4
St. Mark Presbyterian, Newport Beach
2
1
1
4
First Presbyterian Fullerton
1
1
1
3
Grace First Presbyterian, Long Beach
1
1
1
3
Canyon Hills Presbyterian, Anaheim
1
1
1
3
Geneva Presbyterian, Laguna Woods
1
1
1
3
Laguna Niguel Presbyterian
1
1
1
3
Placentia Presbyterian
1
1
1
3
St. Peter's By-the-Sea, Huntington Beach
1
1
1
3
Trabuco Presbyterian
1
1
1
3
Tustin Presbyterian
1
1
1
3
Orange Canaan Presbyterian, Santa Ana
1
1
1
3
Vietnamese Presbyterian, Garden Grove
1
1
1
3
Yorba Linda Presbyterian
1
1
1
3
Covenant Presbyterian, Long Beach
1
1
1
3
Presbyterian Church of the Covenant, Costa Mesa
1
1
1
3
Irvine Presbyterian
1
1
1
3
East Whittier Presbyterian
1
1
2
New Hope Presbyterian, Santa Ana
1
1
2
Community Presbyterian of La Mirada
1
1
2
First Presbyterian Downey
1
1
2
First Presbyterian Santa Ana
1
1
2
Indonesian Presbyterian, Fullerton
1
1
2
First Presbyterian Orange
1
1
2
La Habra Hills Presbyterian
1
1
2
Formosan Presbyterian, Garden Grove
1
1
2
Anaheim Korean Presbyterian
1
1
2
Community Presbyterian, San Juan Capistrano
1
1
2
New Praise, Cypress
1
1
2
Shin Il Presbyterian, Norwalk
1
1
2
First Presbyterian Anaheim
1
1
2
Community Presbyterian, Bellflower
1
1
2
First Presbyterian Garden Grove
1
1
2
Divine Savior Presbyterian, Los Angeles
1
1
2
Zion Central Presbyterian Fullerton
1
1
2
Whittier Presbyterian
1
1
2
Morningside Presbyterian, Fullerton
1
1
2
So Cal Woori Presbyterian, Garden Grove
1
1
2
Korean Independent Presbyterian, Artesia
1
1
2
Norwalk Presbyterian
1
1
2
Emmanuel Presbyterian, Long Beach
1
1
2
St. Paul's Presbyterian, Anaheim
1
1
2
Korean Hope Presbyterian, Cerritos
1
1
2
Long Beach First, Little Brown
0
0
0
49
45
19
5
9
127
* Rolls not updated since 2016
**Under AC since 2016,no numbers available
***Under AC since 2014, rolls not updated
****Under AC since 2012, no congregation
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APPENDIX L

Report by the Administrative Commission for El Divino Salvador (EDS), Feb. 21, 2019
On February 27, 2014, at the Stated Meeting of Los Ranchos Presbytery, the following action
took place on behalf of Divine Savior Presbyterian Church (Spanish: Iglesia Presbiteriana El
Divino Salvador, or ‘EDS’), according to this excerpt from the Minutes of that meeting:
“Presbytery voted to approve Stated Clerk supplement/augment the
Administrative Commission for Divine Savior Presbyterian Church, Los Angeles,
to help encourage the leaders and help them break deep-seeded old habits and old
ways of doing things and a resistance to new leadership.”
Despite more than five years of effort by multiple Administrative Commissions working on
behalf of Divine Savior Presbyterian Church (EDS) in Los Angeles, the current Administrative
Commission finds that this church is no closer to becoming a viable congregation or serving as
Christian witness in its neighborhood than it was five years ago.
The first Administrative Commission for EDS, which was formed on February 27, 2014,
assumed Original Jurisdiction on January 23, 2016, due to the reasons outlined in the 2014
statement above and in Appendix M. A Joint Administrative Commission was formed in April
2016 between Los Ranchos Presbytery and Pacific Presbytery, hoping to find a way to connect
with the local community in the Boyle Heights area of Los Angeles through the implementation
of a Mission Hub.
The congregation actively fought against the Mission Hub and wanted it removed from their
property. After one year, the negative attitude toward the Mission Hub by the congregation
caused the Joint Administrative Commission (JAC) to put the Mission Hub on hold until the
problems within the congregation were resolved. The Pacific Presbytery members of the JAC all
resigned. The church wanted Los Ranchos Presbytery to pay for a pastor for them instead of a
Mission outreach.
The Los Ranchos members of the JAC stayed on as an Administrative Commission (AC) for
EDS, trying to work with the congregation on meeting their needs. However, this was never a
two-way street of cooperation; the congregation resisted every attempt by the AC to help them
move forward. They also failed to cooperate with the AC, which had assumed original
jurisdiction over the Session’s responsibility and its functions, as authorized by presbytery. They
did not use the lines of communication that were open to them to work in partnership with the
AC, such as requesting desired programs or checking the schedule and reserving space for their
programs. This led to conflicts.
During this five-year period, the congregation has also demonstrated that they have an inability
to retain pastors.
•

TE Juan Sarmiento was assigned to EDS following turmoil within the church that
resulted in many members leaving the congregation. Having difficulty working with the
Session in place at EDS, Rev. Sarmiento requested the first Administrative Commission
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be put in place; the Session was notified of this action on March 15, 2014. Rev.
Sarmiento resigned as Pastor on August 16, 2014.
•

Rosario Orosco, Fuller Seminary Intern, served as Temporary Pulpit Supply, beginning
September 2014. Her contract began June 2015; however she was released in October
2015, after consultation with the Presbytery Ethnic Ministries staff, the AC, and the
Committee on Ministry for the Presbytery.

•

Pulpit supply was regularly provided by TE Roberto Colon, TE Osvaldo Garcia and
Ermer Valverde from October 2015 to January 2018.

•

TE Martin Garcia has completed a one-year contract as Temporary Pastor (February 1,
2018 – January 31, 2019), but has declined to seek renewal of said contract.

In 2017, the AC set goals for the congregation for attendance, giving, reaching out to the local
community, and participating in training for reconciliation and Presbyterian polity. These are the
results:
•

Attendance goal = 50 on average. Actual attendance dropped from 35 to 26 on average
during last 2 years.

•

Income Goal for 2018: With no pastor, $70,000; with part time pastor: $120,000. The AC
was assured that giving would increase to pay for a pastor. However, giving decreased by
over $20,000.
o Actual income 2018 = $66,959, Outflow = $107,480 ($40,521 deficit); $14,704 income
came from rental of space.
o Actual income 2017 = $89,063; Outflow = $69,642 ($19,421 surplus); $16,220
income came from rental of space.
o Actual income 2016 = $74,774, Outflow = $67,187 ($7,586 surplus); $12,300
income came from rental of space.
o Actual income 2015 = $87,685; Outflow = $68, 113 ($19,571 surplus); $8,458
income came from rental of space.
o Actual income 2014 = $89,802; Outflow = $89,514 ($288 surplus); $4,800 income
came from rental of space.

•

Membership goal was that at least 33% of members be living within 10 miles of the
church.
o Actual = only 25% of pledging members live within 10 miles of the church. This
limits participation during the week.

•

Another goal was to gain 5 to 7 new members from the neighborhood on Sunday
morning by January 2017. Actual gain in 2017 = 0; 2018 = 3. However, these three
members were added without informing the AC of their names or date of joining.

•

A goal was set for all 35 congregants to participate in training paid for by a grant from
Presbytery, in order to help get past some of the differences of opinion still causing a rift
in the congregation:
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o Reconciliation training led by TE Martin Garcia. Attendance = 12
o Presbyterian Polity class led by TE Osvaldo Garcia. Attendance = 5
The church has demonstrated an inability to attract and retain new members:
•

Although 3 new members may have been added in early 2018 (without going through
Session), there is a net loss in attendance of approximately 10 people. None of the new
members’ names have been reported to the Administrative Commission, nor have the
names of those deceased or who moved out of the area.

•

The church’s building is used during the week by a non-profit agency that leads a parenttoddler program. Approximately 50 families are on the church campus every week, but
the members of the congregation have not reached out to make these people feel welcome
on Sundays or even during the week; instead the school is a source of friction and
complaints.

In 2016, four members were selected from EDS’ congregation (they were interviewed in August
2016 and selected by the Joint Administrative Committee as a “Leadership Team”); they were
called to be liaisons between the congregation and the Joint Administrative Commission of Los
Ranchos and Pacific presbyteries. When these names were announced, no objections were given.
However, the congregation failed to use them as a means of communicating with the AC.
•

Certain vocal members of the congregation showed resistance to these leaders and
refused to recognize them as leaders within the congregation.

•

The Chair of the Leadership Team eventually resigned from the team and left the church
June 2017, feeling that his efforts would be better spent elsewhere.

The church failed to work cooperatively with Presbytery-established Mission Hub in the facility
from January 2016 – December 2016. (The Mission Hub was a joint project that was co-funded
by Los Ranchos and Pacific presbyteries to serve the local community.)
•

A goal was set to have 12 people from congregation actively working to support the
Mission Hub. Actual = 0. Hub closed in December 2017.

•

The congregation actively expressed resentment toward the Mission Hub and the
Mission Hub Director, complaining about the added expense for utilities. Conflicts arose
about the Hub’s use of space within the facility for their mid-week programs.

The church is experiencing financial insolvency at the time of this writing:
•

2018 saw a 33% decrease in income and a 48% increase in expenditures.

•

Negative net income each month in 2018 of at least $2,000 per month.

•

$40,800 out of $45,000 in financial reserves was used in 2018 in order to meet expenses.

•

Contracted pension for Rev. Garcia has not been paid into the pension account over last
12 months.

•

Rev. Garcia is still owed approximately $5,000 for unused vacation.
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•

$4,015 is needed to pay the 12-month’s pension owed for Rev Garcia.

•

Property taxes = $1,512; Quarterly insurance is $1,969.

•

Monthly housekeeping, janitorial services and utilities = approximately $2,000.

•

EDS has not participated in per capita or Presbyterian Mission giving in last two years

•

All cash reserves have been used up.

•

Actual January income was $4,314; expenses were $6,929.

•

Bank balance as of January 31, 2019 = $1,819.

These are the 22 people who have worked in some pastoral or leadership capacity or as members
of the 3 Administrative Commissions appointed to assist this congregation get back on track over
the last 5 years:
Ø Los Ranchos Presbytery Staff: Rev. Alfredo Delgado (consultant), Rev. Tom Cramer
(Presbytery Co-Executive for Vision and Mission) and Rev. Forrest Claassen (Presbytery
Co-Executive for Governance and Congregational Leadership/ Stated Clerk of Los
Ranchos Presbytery).
Ø 1st Administrative Commission, February 2014 to March 2016: TE Candie Blankman
(Moderator), TE Ernesto Hernandez, TE Bill McReynolds, TE Kass Kassouni, TE Jeff
McCrory, and CRE Fermin Mercado, all of Los Ranchos Presbytery. Final
recommendation of this AC: take Original Jurisdiction over the Session; start a program
to benefit the community called the Mission Hub; possibly close the church.
Ø 2nd (Joint) Administrative Commission, April 2016 to April 2017, from Los Ranchos
Presbytery: RE Jana Kidd (Moderator), RE Vanessa Bates, TE Kass Kassouni, CRE
Fermin Mercado; TE Tim Yee (Pacific Presbytery), Rev. Sunny Kang (Pacific
Presbytery), Dr. Bethany McKinney Fox (Pacific Presbytery), and CRE Amanda Riley,
(Pacific Presbytery). Final recommendation of this JAC: the Mission Hub did not work
out; the church will not support the program, so close the Hub at least temporarily. The
Pacific Presbytery members resigned at that time, due to no progress with this church.
Ø 3rd Administrative Commission, from Los Ranchos Presbytery: RE Jana Kidd
(Moderator), RE Vanessa Bates, TE Kass Kassouni (resigned in 2018), and CRE Fermin
Mercado.
Ø Others who have served Divine Savior: TE Juan Sarmiento, Rosario Orosco (Fuller
Seminary Intern), Rev. Martin Garcia, TE Roberto Colon (pulpit supply), TE Osvaldo
Garcia (pulpit supply), and Dr. Myriam Balbela (Mission Hub Director).
In all, the number of dedicated personnel working to assist EDS over the last 5 years
approximately equals the average number of members in attendance at worship during the same
period.
While the members of the current AC respect the faithfulness and loyalty of some of the
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members of the congregation in their wish to remain a congregation, we believe that option is no
longer sustainable. There are some members who are functioning as de facto leaders, and
although they fail to see it, they have consistently undermined the presbytery-appointed leaders
who were authorized to help the congregation heal and move forward in mission. Their repeated
and continuous internal conflicts and power struggles, as well as their resistance to presbytery
intercession, have diminished their capacity as a congregation to bear witness to the Risen Christ
in their neighborhood. Although the members are people of deep faith, their conflicts and power
struggles, both internally and with the presbytery, have led to significant attrition in membership,
worship attendance and financial giving, leaving them without the capacity to afford a pastor or
engage in mission. The congregation of EDS is 105 years old this year, and while it has served
generations of people in the Los Angeles area in the past, we as an Administrative Commission
find that they are no longer capable of serving the Boyle Heights community as a congregation.
We feel that we have used all of the resources available to us, putting in hundreds of hours to
seek ways to accomplish a revitalization of this church, but it did not happen. Therefore, the
Administrative Commission for Divine Savior recommends that the church be closed on
February 28, 2019.
The Committee on Ministry has concurred with the recommendation for closure, as has the
Board of Trustees for Los Ranchos Presbytery.
Additionally, the AC for EDS requests to be disbanded effective February 28, 2019.
Respectfully submitted by the Administrative Commission for El Divino Salvador:
Jana Kidd, Moderator
Vanessa Bates, Clerk
Fermin Mercado
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APPENDIX M

Los Ranchos Administrative Commission (LRP AC) Plan For Divine Savior Presbyterian Church (EDS)
Rationale – January 2016
After twenty two months of working with the Session of Divine Savior, consulting with legal counsel,
neighboring presbyteries and Los Ranchos Presbytery leaders and consultant; according to the provision
of the Book of Order, beginning January 23, 2016, the Administrative Commission for Divine Savior
Presbyterian Church of Los Ranchos Presbytery is assuming Original Jurisdiction of Divine Savior
Presbyterian Church, exploring the development of a Neighborhood Mission Hub (NMH) for the Boyle
Heights area in cooperation with a joint Administrative Commission of Pacific Presbytery and Los
Ranchos Presbytery. The following is the rationale leading to this decision:
1. The Current Session (active through Dec. 31, 2016) from observation and by their own
description from documented interviews (July 2014 and May 2015) is:
a. Deeply wounded by past incidents related to conflict between families in the
congregation and conflicts with pastoral leadership
b. Overworked and exhausted
c. Sees no potential leadership relief available (not one name was identified for election to
Session)
d. Paralyzed by two consistent factions within the Session
e. Seriously lacking trust of each other and LRP
f. Even with long term and significant denominational investment, unable to financially
sustain ministry with even a part time ordained pastor
2. This same Session as a result of all the above as a whole is by their action/inaction unable or
unwilling to:
a. Lead spiritually by forgiving and forbearing one another
b. Support and cooperate with pastoral leadership appropriate (full time, part time, and
pulpit supply) for the context
c. Envision and support new ways of doing ministry and mission for the sake of the
neighborhood or partnering with others who are
3. The AC believes that the remaining two elders from this Session have significant capacity to
contribute to this initiative of the LRP AC (as demonstrated by their active commitment to the
day to day ministry of the congregation in the past).
Consequently, the Administrative Commission of Los Ranchos according to the Book of Order provision
and the authority granted to it by Los Ranchos Presbytery February 27, 2014, assumes Original
Jurisdiction effective January 23, 2016, setting aside the Session of EDS. The LRP AC will be present to
notify the congregation and answer questions at a town hall meeting following worship on Sunday,
January 24, 2016. A letter explaining the action will also be mailed on Saturday January 23, 2016. Our
hope and prayer is that the leaders of EDS will fully cooperate with the LRP AC action. However, with or
without their cooperation the Neighborhood Ministry Hub (NMH) initiative will need to move forward
under the direction of a NEW Joint Administrative Commission of Pacific and Los Ranchos Presbyteries
being formed.
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The Plan
The plan is an invitation for EDS and its leaders to cooperate fully with the LRP AC in this initiative to
develop a Neighborhood Mission Hub. This cooperation means:
1. The LRP AC assumes original jurisdiction and sets aside the Session of EDS as of January 23,
2016.
2. Under the supervision of the LRP AC, EDS two remaining elders will provide oversight as follows:
a. Elder Tony Arce Will cooperate with the pastoral leadership/contracted pulpit supply for
Sunday worship as currently constituted at least through March 2016
b. Ruben Aguilar will provide leadership for Sunday School at least through March 2016 as
currently constituted and for Wednesday lunch and Bible study for the foreseeable
future.
3. All other events/activities related to EDS as a congregation are discontinued indefinitely.
4. EDS treasurer may continue his excellent work and cooperate with AC for financial management
a. Continues excellent financial record keeping and submits reports directly to the AC for
responsible management of all financial obligations of EDS
b. May continue to participate/support financial accounting under direction of AC/NMH
Director and if so, takes direction from AC/NMH Director for all financial payouts
c. Cooperates in getting new signatures on bank accounts managed by AC/NMH Director
The leaders will also fully support and cooperate with the following:
5. NEW Joint AC of LRP and PP oversight of Neighborhood Mission Hub development beginning
around April 1, 2016. The New Joint AC will:
a. Explore and plan for community worship experience after April 2016
b. Be responsible for all funding/accounting for EDS/NMH
c. Supervise part time Neighborhood Mission Hub (NMH)Director
d. Create/amend job descriptions, hire, supervise and pay personnel for custodial and
grounds work as needed. Current employees will be given notice immediately and
termination effective February 15, 2016 with two week’s severance pay. (Pianist
services going forward, yet to be determined.)
e. Be responsible for all property and facility income/expenses and contracts
f. NMH Director will develop and supervise facility use/neighborhood engagement and
mutually beneficial contracts that will:
i. Forward the Mission Hub vision for the neighborhood
ii. Seek grants and funding for development of the Mission Hub
6. Support provision of limited and necessary pastoral care for members through volunteers and
per diem arrangements as needed.
End Result: AC assumes Original Jurisdiction and the Session of EDS is set aside until AC provides for
the election of new officers at a later date and returns jurisdiction to that future Session, but currently
installed elders are invited to cooperate with focused responsibility and leadership for worship and
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Christian Education through at least March 2016, and further for the Wednesday Bible Study, and in
the development of the Neighborhood Mission Hub.
LRP AC for EDS
Candie Blankman
Fermin Mercado
Bill McReynolds
Ernesto Hernandez
Kass Kassouni
Jeff McCrory
Jana Kidd
Consultant, Alfredo Delgado
LRP Staff, Tom Cramer and Forrest Claassen
Revised January 2015
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January 22, 2019

Dear Honorable Presbytery of Los Ranchos:
Grace and Peace to you in the name of our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.
The Presbyterian Church, El Divino Salvador, in Boyle Heights, is a community of
believers in Christ that belongs to the Presbyterian Church USA. We have been witnessing
the gospel of Jesus Christ in the area of Boyle Heights for105 years with the vision of
serving our Hispanic community. We are the oldest Hispanic church in the Presbytery of
Los Ranchos in this community.
The legacy of those who came before us remains, despite the lapse of time and the
difficulties we’ve faced since its foundation; the vision of fulfilling God’s commission,
continues. We strive to be a caring community of faithful believers yearning to share the
joy of serving a loving God by serving our neighbors. We have had our share of trials
however our Lord’s faithful hand has guided us through them all.
We are an active congregation of 53 members, having received three of them in 2018. In
2018, we organized two community health fairs with success and our community
outreach included a support group for depression that met on Saturday’s and a seminar
on health and nutrition for those with health issues. We continue to work hard to
strengthen our presence within the community we serve.
We are writing to you seeking support, clarity and financial transparency to various
concerns we have as a congregation. In January 2018, the Administrative Commission
(AC) for El Divino Salvador announced that we would have a part-time pastor and it was
our understanding that the Commission was here to continue helping the church face our
challenges; acting with full authority as the church’s Session. We understand that the
members of the AC also have responsibilities in their own churches, and this makes
communication and working together as one body of Christ, more challenging. This is the
reason that the church was shocked when we learned in January 2019 that the AC was
recommending the closure of our church.
As members, we understand the concerns of the presbytery. We are prepared to work
together with the Presbytery of Los Ranchos to allow this historic church to continue
serving the community of Boyle Heights. Our situation is a result of misunderstandings
and miscommunication. Our intention is not to point the finger and place blame. Rather
we want to work for the Kingdom of our Lord.
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Therefore, We, the Members of El Divino Salvador are appealing to you, to support
our church by allowing the congregation to continue the Lord’s Mission to Spread
His word in the Community of Boyle Heights and in the City of Los Angeles.
Furthermore, we would like to request a better line of communication between the church
and the AC, by sharing complete information with letters or emails that can be read to the
church. Also, we would like to request a new leadership group to work closely in a new
direction and explore new possibilities to relaunch our church. It is extremely hard to
accomplish goals, to work in unity, help the church to grow in membership and be
financially viable when there is a breakdown in communication. Should the existing AC
members be unable to work closely with us due to other responsibilities they may have,
perhaps the Presbytery will consider a new AC to be able to guide, nurture and help
develop new programs.
We face a financial situation, but our situation is not unique. Now that the membership is
aware of the AC’s recommendation, the members have made a monetary pledge to
support the mission of the church and the sum of pledges thus far is more than $
34,000.00. This amount will increase as pledges have yet to be submitted. The members
would like to have their voice as members as well as their voting rights to make decisions
and choose its leadership. Selecting our leaders will allow us to have transparency, fast
response and a clear understanding of where and how the offerings are being channeled.
This will avoid the discrepancies that we are living with today.
We wish to reiterate that you allow us to remain in our church and allow the Church of
God at El Divino Salvador to remain open; give the Holy Spirit the opportunity to continue
to work with our families, community and future brethren.
You may ask yourself how we can remain afloat?
➢ We started with praying and fasting, putting our needs to our Lord because we
have the faith of a mustard seed.
➢ Our monetary commitment is with the Lord and we believe in giving as the Lord
commands.
➢ We created a Go Fund Account asking fellow Christians, personal companies and
friends for donations and support.
➢ We are looking into the viability of solar panel installations to assist us financially.
Our church is seeking the possibility of a projected amount close to one hundred
thousand dollars to bless the church.
➢ Have looked at ways to save money on church expenses.
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➢ We are working on a projected budget that we will follow closely to be financially
strong.
➢ One of our members is enrolled in CICLICA and has started classes on evangelism
with the vision of relaunching the church. He will be working with his mentor to
outline a plan with new strategies to do community outreach.
➢ We will have a Red Cross community events/outreach.
➢ Continue the youth and kids program singing and playing music to invite others.
➢ We would like to request Presbytery to have a pulpit supply for a period of 3
months so that we can save money to be more self-sufficient in the near future
(this helped us in the 2017 when we saved over $ 24,000.00 dollars).
➢ Continue to make available our parking lot for a community business and receive
donations for its use.
➢ Work with council member Jose Huizar to organize another community Health
Fair.
We believe in our Lord’s vision and purpose in fulfilling His ministry that He established
in Boyle Heights 105 years ago. We would like you to consider helping El Divino Salvador
to remain open. We’ve been entrusted with the spiritual oversight and the nurturing of
our precious congregation and we have the responsibility to proclaim God’s word with
keeping our church open. Our sole purpose is spreading the gospel and praising the Lord
with the gifts He has given each of us.

Thanking you in advance for your consideration,

Respectfully in Christ,

Commissioners and church Members.
“But, indeed, for this reason I have allowed you to remain, in order to show you My
power and in order to proclaim My name through all the earth” Exodus 9:16

Cc: Los Ranchos Presbytery
General Assembly, Kentucky
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Co-Executive Presbyter for Vision & Mission
Report to Presbytery
February 21, 2019
Dear Colleagues in Ministry,
One of the three values in our presbytery’s Mission Design is “fruitfulness.” Indeed, our Mission
Design states: “We are committed to pursuing honestly and actively what will further the
Kingdom of God in breadth and depth using whatever tools are necessary. We will consistently
measure and monitor our effectiveness.”
This year, the Generative Catalyst Team, which is charged with leading our presbytery’s efforts
to “measure” and “monitor,” is approaching that responsibility with renewed vigor. Indeed, they
have committed themselves to reading two resources Doing the Math of Mission: Fruits,
Faithfulness, and Metrics by Gil Rendle (please see an excerpt attached) and “Cultivated
Ministry” from NEXT Church. You can order these resources through the websites of Amazon
and NEXT Church, respectively.
In addition to their efforts, the Healthy Congregation’s Network Team, a sub-team of the SCT,
has provided a vital challenge for sessions through the “#7for7in2019” campaign. The idea is for
all Los Ranchos sessions to explore the seven marks of “Developing Congregational Vitality”
using devotionals that are found in the Vital Congregations Toolkit: https://losranchos.org/7-for7-in-2019-a-vital-challenge/ . Insights and learnings from those conversations will also be shared
before presbytery gatherings and during meals.
I bring these efforts to your attention because God seems to be providing tools to enhance our
witness to Christ and to evaluate the outcomes of our efforts. I’m proud we are a presbytery
which is committed to being used of God in increasingly fruitful ways.
I do hope you will join your sisters and brothers throughout our presbytery by reading these
resources and participating generously in the discussions and practices they inspire.
With you on the way,
Tom Cramer
Presbytery Co-Executive for Vision & Mission
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Rendle, Gil. Doing the Math of Mission: Fruits, Faithfulness, and Metrics (pp. 12-14). Rowman
& Littlefield Publishers. Kindle Edition.
Attention to Vital Congregations
Vital congregations are not an end result needed by the denomination. Rather, vital
congregations are tools needed by the denomination by which mission can be accomplished.
Such congregations are not the end but the necessary means to the true end of ministry, which is
changing people’s lives.
If Christians are formed in vital congregations that practice and share the disciplines of
Christian formation, and if the mission of the denomination is to make a difference in people’s
lives, then the denomination needs larger numbers of vital congregations.
Currently, using the metrics of the United Methodist Call to Action initiative, only 15 percent
of the current thirty-three thousand congregations measure up to being “vital.” Like all other
denominations, the United Methodist Church must now learn to redirect resources not only
toward vital congregations, but also away from congregations that do not evidence either the
capacity or eagerness for vitality. (Indeed, this is the application of Jesus’s biblical injunction to
the disciples to identify readiness as the purpose of the story about the farmer sowing seeds.)
To distinguish between vital congregations and non-vital congregations, some agreed-upon
descriptors, some better metrics, are needed. What we have found so far in our denominational
dashboard measures is only the beginning place for our work on vital congregations. We must
learn much more about how to describe and measure vitality of ministry.
The fact remains that it matters whether a congregation is growing or not because growth is a
primary indication of whether the congregation is or is not connected to its mission field. It
matters how many people are actively engaged in the ministry of the congregation because it is
an indication of whether it is a place of emotional and spiritual health that can help people grow
in Christ. It matters whether a congregation has “out-aged” its surrounding mission field because
it is an indication of whether it has the capacity to negotiate generational changes to be able to
speak the alternative story of Christ to the new people. It matters.
The bottom line in all of this is that the purpose of a pastor and the purpose of a
congregation is to make a difference. Because of the presence of that pastor or that congregation,
over time something is to have changed—and how can we have any indication of this change if
we do not, in some way, measure? We now need a conversation that steers away from
institutional requirements, defensiveness and avoidance in search of clarity and purpose. The
time is ripe for us to mount a new conversation about metrics as a tool of ministry. What is now
needed are discerning conversations about purpose and clear outcomes of ministry in vital
congregations which are conversations about what God calls us to make different in the mission
field where we are placed.
Counting and Measuring as Separate Tasks
Perhaps, when it comes to metrics in the church, it is time for us to distinguish between
counting and measuring. These are both highly related, to be sure, and the distinction I will offer
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is, to some extent, arbitrary. Nonetheless, I offer the distinction to make the point that we have
been stuck primarily in counting and feeling the limits of our stuck-ness. We now need to move
on to measuring. Let’s make the distinction this way:
Counting is giving attention to numbers. When counting, the question to be answered is
“How many?” Conversations about “How many?” are most frequently conversations about
resources. Conversations about resources, in a time of limited resources, are commonly
conversations about scarcity—“Do we have enough?” or “How can we get more?”
Measuring is giving attention to change. When measuring, the question is not “How
many?” but rather “How far?” Conversations about “How far?” are frequently about change
that can be measured over time, as in “How far have we come, over the past year, toward our
goal?”
There is, of course, room for, and a need for, both counting and measuring. In all complex
tasks, multiple tools are needed. However, like all tools, the right tool must be chosen for the job
at hand. To that end, it is worth taking a deeper look at the two tools of counting and measuring
as separate tools available in our consideration of metrics.
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Presbytery of Los Ranchos
Council Report to Presbytery—Part III, Miscellaneous Business
February 21, 2019
For Action:
In response to requests from the Presbytery’s Commissioners to the 223rd General Assembly
(2018), Council:
1. RECOMMENDS THAT PRESBYTERY APPROVE the following Proposed
Amendments to the Constitution:
a. 18-A, “Election of Ruling Elders and Deacons: On Amending G-2.0401”
b. 18-D, “Membership of Presbytery: On Amending G-3.0306”
c. 18-E, “Pastor, Counselor and Advisor to Its Pastors and Congregations: On
Amending G-3.0307”
d. 18-F, “Welcoming to the Table: On Amending W-4.0202”
Note: At a meeting on January 16, 2019, three of the four GA Commissioners from
Los Ranchos and the Young Adult Advisory Delegate voted 4Y/0N to recommend that
the above Proposed Amendments be approved.
2. MOVES THAT PRESBYTERY APPROVE Proposed Amendment 18-C, “Officers: On
Amending G-3.0104,” and GIVES NO RECOMMENDATION regarding an affirmative
or negative vote.
Note #1: At a meeting on January 16, 2019, three of the four GA Commissioners from
Los Ranchos and the Young Adult Advisory Delegate voted 2Y/2N to recommend that the
above Proposed Amendments be approved.
Note #2: The motion at #2 is presented so that a “Yes” vote on the motion means a “Yes”
on the Proposed Amendment, and a “No” vote on the motion means a “No” on the
Proposed Amendment. As the language indicates, the presence of the motion does not
indicate a positive or negative disposition on the part of Council toward the Proposed
Amendment.
For Information—Actions of Council:
In response to requests from the Stated Clerk, Council:
1. APPOINTED, on behalf of Presbytery, the following individuals to serve as the
Installation Commission to INSTALL the Rev. Hayes Noble as Associate Pastor of St.
Mark Presbyterian Church of Newport Beach, on January 13, 2019 at 3:00 PM:
TEs: Robin Clardy (Moderator), Cedar Dang, D. Mark Davis
REs: Bobbi Dauderman (St. Mark), Andrew Donchak (San Clemente)
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Other Participants:
TEs Ryan Romberg, Leanne Strommen
RE Mary Hornbuckle (St. Mark)
TE Millason Dailey (San Gabriel Presbytery)
2. APPOINTED TE Kim Skilling as Co-Moderator of the Generative Catalyst Team for
2019.
3. APPOINTED TE Rob Langworthy as Co-Moderator of the Generative Catalyst Team for
2019, pending TE Langworthy’s nomination by Council and election by Presbytery to a
second term of service (Class of 2021) on GCT.
4. APPOINTED TE Steve Marsh as Moderator of the Strategic Coordinating Team for
2019.
5. APPOINTED TE Winston Presnall as Moderator of the Staff Relations Committee for
2019.
6. APPOINTED TE Leanne Strommen as Moderator of the Nominating Committee for
2019.
7. AUTHORIZED the Business Manager, through the Chair of the Board of Trustees, to
supply 2018 end-of-year financial reports directly to Presbytery without prior review by
Council.
8. APPOINTED the following individuals to serve as Council’s Ad hoc Nominating
Committee for 2019: Steve Sweet (AHNC Moderator); Bill Ewing.
9. ENDORSED the application of Orange Canaan Presbyterian Church of Santa Ana for the
Synod of Southern California and Hawaii Development Grant for Korean congregations
(Appendix O).
10. APPROVED the Proposed Docket as amendment for the February 2019 Stated Meeting
of Presbytery.
11. AUTHORIZED the Moderator and Stated Clerk to make amendments to the Docket as
necessary.
For Information—Actions of the Stated Clerk as reported to Council:
None.
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APPENDIX O
MOTION FOR COUNCIL ENDORSEMENT
January 29, 2019
PRESBYTERY OF LOS RANCHOS
For Action:

ENDORSE the application of Orange Canaan Presbyterian Church for the Synod of
Southern California and Hawaii Congregational Development Grant for Korean
Congregations as provided below.
Church Address:
Orange Canaan Presbyterian Church, 940 W Wilshire Ave., Santa Ana, CA 92707
Website:

http://www.myocpc.org/

Grant Amount Requested:

$15,000

Project Description:

Ecumenical and multi-cultural Math and English tutoring project in Santa Ana with the
following intentions:
1. As a PC(USA) congregation, spread the gospel to the Santa Ana through
providing much-needed skills to elementary-age, Spanish-speaking children,
preparing them for secondary education.
2. To provide an ecumenical, multi-cultural witness to Christ as an Hispanic
Congregation, a Korean Church, and other congregations in the area come
together to serve elementary-age children in our community.
3. Nurture Christians in their faith and encourage their witness to Christ through
service.
4. Connect students and their parents with a local Hispanic congregation.
Project Goals:
1. Acquire a professional educator to properly train the volunteer teachers
2. Create a curriculum to teach the students in a systematic manner
3. Acquire supplies and equipment for classrooms
4. Create a resting area for parents as they wait for their students to complete their
studies
Per Capita Payment (2018):

$7,558

General Mission Giving (2018):

$6,000

How can other churches or individuals of be directly involved in the ministry?
We welcome volunteers who are willing to be trained for this special work and will abide by our
safety policies.
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Mission
Name

2019 Education Mission Plan for the Santa Ana Residents

Institution
Name

OCPC Department of Education

Supervising
Manager

Manager
Duration

Organization

OCPC

Position

Contact
Information

7146249893

Email

Name

Contact
Pastor
sungeun lee Information
2019. 1-2020. 12

Funds Requesting
Funds

Funds Provided by
the Church

Name

Innchul
kim

yesuk1995@gmail.com
Email
Location

$15,000

History

Pastor

가나안교회
Total Funds

$15,000

$30000

Math tutoring was created September 2016 for those who have immigrated to the US,
needed math help, and recommended to receive tutor.
There are two sessions: September to December, and January to May.
In 2017, English Tutoring was added
Through the tutoring sessions, students have been coming to church
Students who graduated from the program came back to help out and tutor students.
Currently serving 25-30 2nd – 5th graders every year
There are 8 Volunteer Teachers, 5 Substitute Teachers, and staff.
President’s Volunteer Award (2018)
Californian Senator Award (2016, 2017, 2018)

Martin Elementary School

Affiliated
Santa Ana Department of Education
Organization
Lay de Layes Church
Strategies
In order to create a proper curriculum and train the teachers, we need professional
education trainers and professional curriculum schedulers.
In order to teach the students, we need school equipment (Projectors,
Textbooks/Workbooks, Expansion of classrooms)
Mission Summary

1. Acquire a professional to properly train the volunteer teachers
2. Create a curriculum to teach the students in a systematic manner
3. Acquire supplies and equipment for the classrooms
4. Create a resting area for parents who brought their students
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End Results

1. PCUSA Church spreads the gospel to the Santa Ana area through missionary
works
2. Prepare the Hispanic children for secondary education with good educationa
l skills
3. The Hispanic Church, Korean Church, and the churches in the local area com
e together to operate the program
4. Create Christians with a stronger faith and serving heart
5. Connect the parents and the students with the Hispanic church.
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Presbytery of Los Ranchos
Council Report to Presbytery—Part IV, Generative Catalyst Team
February 21, 2019
For Action:
None.
For Information—Actions of Council:
None.
For Information—Actions of the GCT:
On its own authority, the Generative Catalyst Team communicates the following information:
1. The team continues to seek input on a Mission Statement for the Presbytery starting with
people who have felt on the peripheries of the presbytery’s life and from racial ethnic
communities. We have received reports from visits with the Korean Pastors Group and
the Session of Presbyterian Church of the Master. We are working on finding
opportunities to meet with La Habra Hills, St Paul and a number of our Racial Ethnic
communities. The conversations thus far have been very informative and fruitful.
2. In addition to continuing to shepherd the Mission Statement process, the team has set for
itself the goal of identifying criteria that can be used to fulfill our mandate to evaluate the
“effectiveness and appropriateness” of the mission of the Presbytery. The first step in this
process is to seek to identify what makes congregations, worshipping communities, and
mission endeavors “effective and appropriate” and ways to assess them. To this end, the
team has committed to reading two resources: “Doing the Math of Mission” by Gil
Rendle, and “Cultivated Ministry” from NEXT Church. We will have schedule time for
an extended discussion at our March meeting.
3. TE Mark Davis will serve as the GCT representative to the Presbytery Gathering Team.
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Presbytery of Los Ranchos
Council Report to Presbytery—Part V, Strategic Coordinating Team
February 21, 2019
For Action:
None.
For Information—Council Actions:
In response to requests from the Strategic Coordinating Team, Council:
1. DECLARED that the following requests are answered by previous items:
a. RECOMMEND to Trustees that they allocate monies in 2019 from the
appropriate Trustees’ account for a subscription to “Zoom Pro” videoconferencing software, to be made available to committees and teams of the
presbytery (Trustees’ report, information item #15);
b. RECOMMEND Steve Marsh to serve as moderator of the SCT for 2019
(Miscellaneous Business of Council, Information Item #4):
2. AMENDED the following action of SCT as below (strikethroughs indicate deletions;
bolds indicate insertions):
a. RECOMMENDED to the Staff Relations Committee (SRC) and the Trustees that
they, during their annual budgeting process, budget compensation for PLR
employees and independent contractors through a mechanism that does not
require transfer from by the SCT from authorized accounts (e.g., SCT Budget,
Joining Hearts and Hands dedicated account, etc.) to the SRC budget (Note: Tom
Cramer will communicate this recommendation to the groups involved).
For Information—SCT Actions:
On its own authority, the Strategic Coordinating Team:
1. APPROVED SCT’s memo to the GCT regarding “Reflections on Council-Endorsed
Mission Statement” as drafted by Tom Cramer (Appendix P).
2. APPROVED the Proposed SCT Budget as presented (for 2019) (Appendix Q).
3. APPROVED the 2019 SCT Meeting dates as presented below.
4. EARMARKED $60,000 in the New Wineskins Project payable account for
Morningside’s (Fullerton) New Wine Skin Project to a payable account designated for
Morningside’s (Fullerton) New Wine Skin Project.
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5. ALLOCATED $40,000 from SCT’s 2018 Budget’s Church Renewal & Transformation
account (#8700) to a payable account designated for Morningside’s (Fullerton) New
Wine Skin Project.
6. TRANSFERRED the unallocated balance of the 2018 SCT Budget (assumed to be at
least $32,566) to Account #3210 for the purpose of funding the multi-year grant to
Laguna Presbyterian Church.
Note #1: Originally the grant was expected to be funded by monies from then-unspecified
dedicated accounts and not impact the SCT budget until 2021, but funds were not
available as originally expected.
Note #2: Tom Cramer and Steve Marsh will meet with representatives from the Trustees
to resolve how the grant to Laguna Presbyterian Church will be funded going forward
and report back their findings.
7. ALLOCATED $9,927.00 from the 2018 SCT’s Church Renewal & Transformation
account (#8700) to a payable account designated for the 2019 Triennium.
8. ALLOCATED funds from the Joining Hearts and Hands dedicated account to be used to
provide matching funds to Esperanza Viva upon receipt of the Growth Grant from the
PC(USA)’s Mission Development Resource Committee (MDRC).
Note: On October 18, 2018 the SCT granted $25,000 for the matching portion of a
Growth Grant for Esperanza Viva from the MDRC pending clarification of the source of
matching funds. The Presbytery’s Business Manager has confirmed that there are
adequate funds in the Joining Hearts and Hands dedicated account for this matching
grant.
9. APPROVED Pathways, of Hope’s grant request up to $10,000 based on funds available
in account #8600.
10. RECOMMENDED to the Co-Executive for Vision and Mission that a member of the
SCT be present for the performance reviews of SCT-related employees and independent
contractors.
11. RECOMMENDED to the Staff Relations Committee (SRC) and the Trustees that they,
during their annual budgeting process, budget compensation for PLR employees and
independent contractors through a mechanism that does not require transfer from SCT
authorized accounts (e.g., SCT Budget, Joining Hearts and Hands dedicated account, etc.)
to the SRC budget (Note: Tom Cramer will communicate this recommendation to the
groups involved).
12. VOTED TO TRANSFER the following funds from their respective accounts to the Staff
Relations Committee:
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a.
b.
c.
d.

$13,965
$27,927
$15,000
$50,508

NWC – Alfredo Delgado
HC – Alfredo Delgado
CF&D – Susan Thornton
JH&H Dedicated Account – Martín Garcia

13. GRANTED $516.80 to provide for an honorarium and mileage reimbursement to Josh
Wierenga who will be facilitating a workshop on “Church Websites 101” at the next
gathering of presbytery on February 21, 2019. The amount will be taken from the line
item: “Congregational Assessments, Strategic Planning Materials, and Coaching” in the
Healthy Congregations budget of the SCT.
14. GRANTED up to $2,000 for Marion Park to be trained as a coach by attending the
Coaching Institute at Columbia Theological Seminary, January 14-18, 2019 and
participating in 27 hours of tele-classes to be taken from the “Korean Ministries Fund”
dedicated account.
Note: Marion is a member of COM and intends to use her coaching expertise with leaders
of Korean congregations in our presbytery. She has also spent nearly $3,000 of her own
funds for this training, so the scholarship requested could be considered a partial matching
grant.
15. ADOPTED FOR USE the document entitled, “Administrative Guidelines for Groups
Seeking to Fall Under the Corporate Status of the Presbytery of Los Ranchos”
(Appendix R).
16. VOTED TO TRANSFER $15,500 from Worldwide Mission and Community
Engagement to Account #3210 to pay the Los Angeles County and USC Chaplaincy
position (2019 is Year 2 of a three-year commitment).
17. INSTRUCTED the Moderator of SCT to contact the Moderator of the Trustees regarding
a proposed $35,000 grant to San Clemente Presbyterian Church, in order to determine the
next steps forward.
18. APPROVED acquiring Zoom (up to $155/yr) paid for by the Communications Initiative
line item of the SCT Payable Act #3210.
19. APPROVED a called meeting by Zoom, to be determined in February, to complete Step 4
of the Listening Campaign.
Upcoming Meeting Dates (SCT Meetings in bold):
SCT – Network Team Reports DUE – FR January 11
SCT – Conveners’ Meeting – W January 16, 10 AM – 12P
SCT – Face-to-Face - TH January 24, 12 – 2 P
COUNCIL – Late January or Early February
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PRESBYTERY MEETING – TH, February 21 Afternoon-Evening
SCT – Network Team Reports DUE – FR March 22
SCT – Conveners’ Meeting – W March 27, 10 AM – 12P
SCT – Face-to-Face - TH April 4, 12-2 PM (Palm Sunday is April 14 & Easter is
April 21)
COUNCIL – Late April or Early May
PRESBYTERY MEETING – TH May 30 (Memorial Day is May 27)
SCT – Network Team Reports DUE – FR July 5
SCT – Conveners’ Meeting – W July 10, 10 AM-12PM
SCT – Electronic – TH July 18, 12-2 PM
SCT – Network Team Reports DUE – FR August 16
SCT – Conveners’ Meeting – W August 21, 10 AM-12PM
SCT – RETREAT DAY – TH August 29, 10-3 PM
COUNCIL – Early September?
PRESBYTERY MEETING – SAT, September 28
SCT – Network Team Reports DUE – FR October 11
SCT – Conveners’ Meeting – W October 16, 10 AM-12PM
SCT – Electronic Meeting – TH October 24, 12-2PM
COUNCIL – Early November
PRESBYTERY MEETING – TH November 21 (Thanksgiving is November 28)
SCT – Network Team Reports DUE – FR December 6
SCT – Conveners’ Meeting – W December 11, 10AM-12PM
SCT – Electronic Meeting – TH December 12, 12-2PM
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APPENDIX P

DATE:

December 6, 2018

TO:

Generative Catalyst Team, Presbytery of Los Ranchos (PLR)

FROM:

Strategic Coordinating Team, PLR

RE:

Reflections on Council-Endorsed Mission Statement

Dear Generative Catalyst Team,
Thank you for listening to God’s voice and helping our presbytery discern God’s vision for our
future. We appreciate the work you are doing to coalesce the intentions of so many groups within
our presbytery. We are especially grateful for the listening campaign you are conducting to
facilitate reflection on the Council-Endorsed Mission Statement presented at September’s
Presbytery Gathering on September 29, 2018.
At our annual retreat this October, the SCT reflected on the proposed Mission Statement,
realizing that we wouldn’t be together in a retreat setting until after the presbytery votes on the
statement next spring. Taking into consideration your desire to first pay attention to “people who
feel on the peripheries of our presbytery’s life and especially those who feel disaffected,” we
offer our thoughts in case you wish to have them later in your process. Please receive them in the
respectful spirit in which they are offered:
•

On Page 2 of GCT’s Report in the Presbytery Packet of September 29, it was suggested
that the interpretive paragraph for the word “vital” be expanded to ensure that all
congregations perceive the Mission Statement as speaking on their behalf as membercongregations of the presbytery. The concern was that the Mission Statement should speak
for more than just the “vital” congregations, but also for struggling congregations and those
who find themselves neither vital nor struggling.

•

Also in the interpretive section, we suggest that “partnerships” be interpreted to mean all
partnerships and not just in those organizations where a PLR Teaching Elder is serving.

•

The SCT would suggest that members of presbytery in the coming months avoid over
wordsmithing the statement. Unless they are highly substantive, concerns about wording
should be placed in interpretative notes that accompany the statement.

•

At a later time, should the GCT wish to receive the SCT’s endorsement of the Mission
Statement, please inform the SCT Moderator in writing.

Again, thank you for your leadership in our presbytery.
With you in Christ’s service,
The Strategic Coordinating Team
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APPENDIX Q
2019 SCT BUDGET = $216,550
SCT
Budget
New Worshipping Communities (Acct #: 8500)
Alfredo Delgado, Consultant for NWCs & Congregational Transformation
New Worshipping Communities Team (for matching grants, etc)
Total
Healthy Congregations
Alfredo Delgado, Consultant for NWCs & Congregational Transformation
Congregational Assessments, Strategic Planning, Materials, and Coaching
Racial-Ethnic Ministries
Congregational Development Grants
Total
Christian Formation & Discipleship
Susan Thornton, Spiritual Formation Consultant
Adaptive Leadership, Church Renewal. Events & Supplies
Ministry Connections
Triennium 2019
Ministry Support Grants
Total
Worldwide Mission & Community Engagement
Participation in Presbytery-Presbytery or Synod Partnerships
LA County/USC Chaplaincy (Year 2 of 3; monthly payments)
Mission Partnership Grants (e.g., Habitat, GG Shower, etc.)
Total
Other SCT Program Expenses
SCT Meeting Expenses
Total
GRAND TOTAL $
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13,965
15,000
28,965
27,927
15,000
3,000
40,000
85,927
15,000
8,650
5,000
10,000
7,500
46,150

15,500
38,500
54,000
1,508
1,508
216,550
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APPENDIX R
Administrative Guidelines for Groups Seeking to Fall under the Corporate Status
of the Presbytery of Los Ranchos
(Revised on 1/3/2019—Approved by the NWC Network Team of SCT)
Should a group wish to fall under the corporate status of the Presbytery of Los Ranchos, they
shall commit to the following practices, and communicate their commitment in writing to the
Executive Assistant for Ministry Support:
1. A representative from the NWC’s leadership team shall participate regularly as a member
the NWC Network Team of PLR.
2. Full-time and part-time employees shall be added to PLR’s payroll, which includes
musicians, Christian educators, nursery and child care, youth workers, etc. The NWC
shall be responsible for the expense of the Employer Payroll and Workers Compensation
Insurance. The NWC shall also ensure that all people receiving compensation are paid
through the payroll mechanism. To be in compliance with the State of California Labor
Code and the IRS, no person, clergy or non-clergy, shall receive cash payments for
working with, or for, the NWC.
3. With the help of PLR’s Business Manager and authorization from PLR’s Trustees,
establish a DBA so that the NWC may maintain their own bank account (with limited
funds as established by the Trustees) and may write checks, overseen by PLR’s Business
Manager and the NWC Network Team.
4. With the help of PLR’s Business Manager, set up a bank/checking account with a PLRapproved bank.
5. Use, maintain, and manage all funds according to Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles (GAAP) and IRS rules. PLR’s Business Manager will train the NWC’s
leadership for compliance to protect PLR’s non-profit exempt status.
6. The NWC shall make offering deposits to the bank on a weekly basis and send an
offering report and deposit receipt to PLR’s Business Manager, along with copies of all
checks deposited and a record of cash donors, if possible. The use of offering envelopes
is strongly suggested for recordkeeping purposes. The name of donor may be added to a
cash offering via the envelope, and copies of envelopes are also to be reported each week
to the Business Manager. Specific donor offering with designations must be in writing
and received with the donation.
7. PLR’s Business Manager will instruct the NWC’s Treasurer of his/her bookkeeping
responsibilities and provide guidance as those responsibilities are executed.
8. Submit written reports as required and in a timely matter to the NWC Network Team and
Business Manager. Failure to do so shall result in losing recognition by the presbytery.
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Presbytery of Los Ranchos
Report of the Nominating Committee
February 21, 2019
For Action:
1. ELECT the following individuals to their respective committees, boards or teams
according to the class year listed:
Name

Entity

Year

RE Bob Van Over (Bellflower)

Preparation for Ministry (CPM)

2021

TE Adele Langworthy

Sexual Misconduct Response Team

2021

RE Rob Jaques
Ms. Susan Thornton
RE Leticia Morales (Placentia)

Strategic Coordinating Team
Strategic Coordinating Team
Strategic Coordinating Team

2021
2021
2021

RE Becky Campos (East Whittier)
TE Jesse Lund

Trustees
Trustees

2020
2021

RE Mary Hornbuckle (St. Mark)

Committee on Ministry

2021

2. *RECEIVE the following resignations:
Name

Entity

Year

TE Paul White

Ministry (COM)

2020

TE Su Choe

Strategic Coordinating Team

2020
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Presbytery of Los Ranchos
Committee on Preparation for Ministry
February 21, 2019
The Committee on Preparation for Ministry (CPM) met one time since the last regular meeting of
Presbytery. In accordance with action taken at that meeting, CPM reports the following for your
information:
On its own authority CPM:
1. REVIEWED and APPROVED the Annual Consultation Report for Susan Wei (Inquirer,
Irvine) continuing her in the process. A copy of the report will be provided to her, her Session,
and her seminary.
2. AUTHORIZED Denise Diaab’s (Candidate, Grace First) taking two Senior ordination
exams: Church Polity and Bible Exegesis.
3. AUTHORIZED Denise Diabb’s taking Preaching Paul as part of her homiletics requirement.
In addition to the class, she will preach and be evaluated on two sermons.
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Presbytery of Los Ranchos
Council Report to Presbytery—Part VI, Presbytery Gathering Team
February 21, 2019
For Action:
None.
For Information—Actions of Council:
In response to requests from PGT, Council:
1. APPROVED the following dates for 2020 Presbytery Gatherings:
Saturday, February 29, 2020
Thursday, May 28, 2020
Thursday, September 24,2020
Thursday, November 19,2020
Weekend Presbytery Gathering October 23-24, 2020
Topics currently relevant to PLR are being evaluated for the theme
For Information—Actions of PGT:
On its own authority the PGT:
1. SET the following schedule (May 30th Presbytery Gathering at St. Mark Presbyterian
Church)
1:00 – 1:30 p.m. Registration
1:15 – 2:15p.m. Workshops
2:15 – 2:30 p.m. Break
2:30 – 3:00 p.m. afternoon prayers /worship
3:00 – 6:00 p.m. Business Meeting
6:00 – 7:00 p.m. Dinner
7:00 – 8:30 p.m. Father Gregory Boyle’s presentation, Q&A
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Presbytery of Los Ranchos Worship
February 21, 2019 7:00 PM
Words of Welcome
*Praise

Rev. Robin Clardy

“Come Sing, O Church, in Joy!”

Call to Worship (responsive)
Rev. Robin Clardy
Leader: The Lord is my light and salvation; whom then shall I fear?
The Lord is the strength of my life; of whom then shall I be afraid?
All:
Let all who take refuge in you be glad; let us ever sing for joy!
Leader: The Lord is my light and salvation; whom then shall I fear?
All:
The Lord is the strength of our life; of whom then shall we be afraid?
Leader: Let all who take refuge in God be glad; let us ever sing for joy!
Praise

“We Praise You, O God”

*Apostles’ Creed
Praise

Rev. Robin Clardy

“Guide My Feet”

Prayer (unison) As you have made this day, O God,
Rev. Robin Clardy
You also make the night.
Come upon us with quietness and still our souls,
that we may listen for the whisper of your Spirit
and be attentive to your nearness.
Grant peace to our friends who are absent
and grace to those who are weak,
that through your gifts, life may be restored. Amen.
Choral Anthem

The Ascension (Doug Holck)

OCPC Choir

*Fellowship Each Other
Scripture

I Corinthians 12: 12 – 30 (NIV)

Rev. Mark E. Hong

Sermon

“We are the Body of Christ”

Rev. Mark E. Hong

Musical Anthem
“Amazing Grace”
Pastors Praise Team
Woojin Choi, Mark Hong, Sung Yeom Joo, Inchul Kim, Andrew Youngjin Lee,
Dohwan Lee, Nathaniel Park, Joseph Yoonsuk Shin, Beong Un Son
*Praise

“In Christ There Is No East or West”

*Benediction

Rev. Mark E. Hong
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